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A calm and collected Mrs. 
Mary Briggs, a Third Street 
resident, was one of two top 
prize winners in the final draw 
for the Western Canada lottery 
held last week in Saskatoon.
The 82-year-old grand­
mother of 11 and great­
grandmother of 14 had said 
prior to the draw that she was 
not looking for “the big one”, 
but she is now $250,000 richer.
A widow with 11 grand­
children and 14 great­
grandchildren, Mrs. Briggs 
had no definite plans for the 
money when The Review spoke 
with her recently.
The winning ticket was 
purchased from Jack Young of 
the Canadian Legion, Branch 
No. 37.
Mrs. Briggs left Saskatoon 
for California to visit her 
daughter, a vacation she no 
doubt needs after the ex­
citement of coming so 




General Manager of The 
Review, A.G. Dagg. an­
nounced today that the paper 
will appear on Thursday next 
week instead of Wednesday in 
order that all staff members 
might observe the May 24th 
holiday.
ESTABLISHED 1912 15 CENTS
’mfM
CORPORAL JOANNE HARRISON \eA a contingent of Sidney 
Air Cadet 676 Squadron on a church parade Sunday morning. 
The sprightly lass appeared in perfect command as she wheeled
both band and marching members of the squadron into St. 
Andrews Anglican Church. (Review staff photo).
SIDNEY YOUTH TAKES LIFE 
AFTER SHOOTING AT OFFICER
The only bullet proof vest 
belonging to the Sidney RCMP 
detachment came into play 
here Sunday afternoon when a 
17-year-old youth fatally shot 
himself after firing at police.
The youth was Reginald 
John Grant of 1-10046 Fifth 
Street in Sidney.
Sgt. Alan Tomlins, head of 
the Sidney detachment, put on 
the vest when he entered the 
house from which the report of 
a gun shot was sent.
The report was made at 4:45 
p.m. and Constable Carl 
Martin went to investigate. He 
tried to talk to Grant when the 
youth suddenly fired once into 
the air and a second time at 
Martin who was approaching 
the house. Martin ducked and 
radioed for assistance.
Grant, who had previously
been under 'the care of a 
psychiatrist, according to a 
Sidney police spokesman, was 
found dead, sprawled on his 
bed, when police rein­
forcements entered the room.
A sawed off shotgun lay 
beside him. The barrel and 
stock had been cut down so the 
weapon could be fired with one 
hand like a pistol.
Former Sidney alderman 
Hugh Hollingworth, who lives 
in the neighbourhood, heard 
the first shot and said he 
thought it was the sound of a 
neighbour dropping a plank.
Immediately he realized it 
was a gun being fired he rushed 
into the street and cleared it of 
a number of young children, 
including three of his own.
He and former volunteer 
fireman Art Gardner directed
traffic away from the scene 
until the RCMP arrived.
Coroner Gordon Gerries 
Monday rules the youth’s 
death as suicide.
Tomlins said there was no 
apparent reason for the 
shooting and added the youth 
was living with his parents at 
the time. They were not at 
home during the incident but 
reached the scene shortly after 





Gordon Bland of Grove 
Crescent found himself $100 
richer when Olympic lottery 




While occasional bubbles of 
dissent still rise to the surface 
in the controversy over 
whether Central Saanich 
should withdraw from the Tri- 
Municipal Recreation complex 
the cauldron of concern is 
slowly cooling.
In a letter sent to council and 
read Monday night, Laurie 
McKay, secretary for the 
Central Saanich Residents for 
the Recreation Facility, said 
the group still wants a joint 
facility but is willing to co­
operate with council’s go-it- 
alone approach.
The group of Central 
Saanich residents previously 
gathered a 2,000namc petition 
demanding a referendum on 
the recreation complex issue, it 
criticized council for with­
drawing from the complex.
But in the letter read
Monday, which followed a 
. public information meeting 
May 11, between the group 
and members of council, 
McKay said Aldermen Dave 
Hill and Percy Lazarz helped 
the group understand the 
ramification of the complex 
and explained council’s stand.
Three other letters read at 
Monday’s meeting criticized 
council’s approach to the 
problem of recreation.
Residents said they 
“deplored the action” of 
council, charging that 
aldermen and mayor “don’t 
give a damn about” the 
citizens wishes.
Council members were 
accused of being “.short­
sighted,” having negative 
attitudes and wanting to build 
an extra, “inadequate” 
facility.
Sidney Days Parade 
May Be Cancelled
There is a danger that Sidney 
Days parade on July 1st will be 
cancelled unless a parade 
marshall can be found said 
Sidney Days Chairman Fred 
McCullough today.
“We have lots of volunteers 
to help the parade,’’ he said. 
“But we need a parade 
marshall to help organize the 
parade and lie down loose 
ends.”
Anyone interested may call 





Jeffery Longphee, 735 
Towner Park Road, lost 
control of his car on West 
Saanich Road resulting in 
$1500 damage to the car and 
injuries to two passengers.
Longphee was proceeding 
on West Saanich when his 
glas.scs fell off. He tried to stop 
the car, but ran off the road.
TFs better to light one small candle than curse the darkness
Every other Monday night Sidney council members 
gather together for an informal committee meeting. 
Rarely do out of town press attend such meetings nor 
do the members of council expect spectators in the 
public gallery and if the mayor or one of his aldermen 
is going to come without a tic this is the night he 
will do it.
Monday night such a committee meeting was held. 
So little was on the agcnda.Mayor Peter Malcolm had 
considered cancelling it until it was decided to have a 
general discussion on the rather current topic of 
recreation in Sidney.
Whal could have been a 
tedious, lepid son of con­
versation belween those scaled 
at the elongated plastic council 
table soon turned into a hot 
tempered debate.
Alderman Ross Marlin 
pointed out, early in the 
proceedings, that he was highly 
disaiisfied with the manner in 
which council was now ap­
proaching finalization of plans 
for a recreation centre.
“When the whole thing was
iri-miinicipal I supported it 100 
per cent,” he said. “But when 
that broke down I fell it was a 
good opporl unity for us to 
examine and consider other 
options . . . the press has been 
present on at least one of those 
occasions when I said that and 
they never reported it. 1 can’t 
seem to make my position 
known.”
“And,” ho continued, “If I 
inirsue my point of view I keep 
gelling lectured by the rest of
you. I am pul in the awkward 
position of appearing to 
sabotage the centre and that’s 
not what I am trying to do at 
all . . I just want us to take a 
little more time and examine 
all the options ... In par­
ticular 1 think you are afraid to 
enter into a joint use 
agreement with the School 
Board.”
The mayor instantly agreed 
with him.
“You’re right,” he said. “1 
am afraid to enter into an 
agreement with the School 
Board . . . I’ve been here 
seven years in this Town and 
we’ve been fkidling around for 
at lea,St six oflhosc years trying 
to gel some form of centre and 
we are no fufllier ahead . . .”
At this point in the evening 
Alderman Bob Wallace, seated 
on the Mayor’s right at the far 
end of the council table, 
commenced to rni.se his voice 
in sharp reply,
“All we have asked for is a
simple re-examination!” he 
shouted.
Malcolm waited a moment 
before replying, his voice calm, 
measured; “If there is a feeling 
at this council table that weare 
making a mistake then now is 
the time to do something about 
it. In two or three weeks it will 
be too late.”
Aid. Gib Baal stres.sed the 
argument that council should 
slop arguing and gel on with 
doing something definite.
“In order to accomplish 
anything we have got to come 
to some .sort of decision,” he 
siiid, looking at Aid, Ross 
Marlin. “Once that decision 
has been made then we don’t 
need it constantly thrown back 
in our face ...”
“Are you trying to educate 
me again,” responded Marlin, 
leaning forward. “Once we 
have made a decision here on 
where to put the recreation 
centre and when to start on it 
then I’m part of it . . . don’t
bother to lecture me on it.”
“Okay”, .said Baal.
It was then that Wallace 
mentioned how disturbed he 
had been to find himself silting 
on a steering committee and 
being involved in ‘high profile’ 
discussions which resulted in 
his ‘gelling into a fight’ ver­
bally with Aid. Dave Hill of 
Central Saanich.
“I got into a fight with him 
right off the bat,” said 
Wallace. “The shock of all this 
di.ssension has really been hard 
to fathom ... I start 
questioning my.self. I begin 
thinking that maybe they 
aren’t all wrong.”
“Alderman Sherwood is a 
fine alderman but he runs a 
loose meeting, even looser than 
these ones here,” .said Wallace. 
“It’s difficult to come to any 
conclusions when they arc 
over.”
Suddenlly Wallace switched 
lack.
“We haven’t talked about
other needs on the peninsula 
besides the one involving 
recreation . . . what about 
hospitals? What about 
water . . .?”
“Now you’re wearing two 
hats,” snapped Malcolm.
“Maybe so but J can’t help 
thinking about those issues,” 
said Wallace. “I’m just trying 
to ask you for a sympathetic 
display of rctisoning and 1 do 
apologize for blowing up at 
you.”
“That’s okay,” said 
Malcolm. “It was nothing.”
“Let me apologize if I want 
to.”
“Okay.”
Gil) Batil spoke': “There is 
an old Chine.se proverb: It’s 
belter to light one small candle^ 
than curse the darkness.”
“Unlc.ss you light it in a 
gasoline dump,” quipped 
Martin,
Aid. Dick I.eigh spoke his
Coiiliiiiied on I'lige 2




The B.C. Ferries rates for 
the Gulf Islands are to be 
simplified. Adult passengers 
departing from Swartz Bay will 
pay $1.00 regardless of their 
island destination. 
Automobiles will cost $2.50 
beginning June 1, 1976.
Return (two-way) fares will 
be $2.00 for an adult and $5.00 
for an automobile regardless 
of whether they originate on or 
depart for Galiano, Mayne, 
Saturna, the Penders or Salt 
Spring Island.
Movements between these 
islands will be free, both for 
passengers and automobiles. 
In other words, the Gulf 
Islands will be treated as a unit 
with no charges levied for 
inter-island travel. Only when 
they depart from Vancouver 
Island or return to Vancouver 
Island from the Gulf Islands 
are passengers and cars faced 
with tolls.
Commuter rates are to be 
restricted. They will be con­
fined to residents who can 
produce a valid driver’s licence
or other conclusive iden­
tification as proof of their 
residence on one of the Gulf 
Islands. They will be $.50 each 
way for an adult and $1.25 
each way for an automobile. 
These half-fare commuter 
rates will also be restricted to 
weekdays, Monday through 
Friday. They will not apply on 
Saturdays, Sundays and 
statutory holidays.
Children from 6 to 14 years 
of age will also pay a half fare. 
However, children 5 and 
under, children travelling to 
and from school and adults of 
65 years and over will travel 
free.
Unlike the major crossings 
from the Mainland to Van­
couver Island, there will be no 
additional charge for vehicles 
of more than 6’5” in height.
The same rate schedule will 
apply to the crossing from 
Crofton on Vancouver Island 
to Salt Spring Island and from 




The Thursday Twilight 
Foursome group of Ardmore 
Golf Club honored Jack 
Bowerman who recently 
celebrated his 90th Birthday. 
After golf he was surprised 
when presented with a 
decorated cake & candles. 
“For he’s a jolly good fellow” 
was sung by the 40 members 
present.
Lost and Found 
Items
Numerous items have be 
turned into the Sidney RCN 
office on Sidney Avenue wliii 
have remained unclaimed 
date.
Among the items a 
mechanics tools, fishing gea 
rain gear, one pair ( 
binoculars, two outboai 
motors and many bicycles.
Local Youngsters Win 
Island Chess Trophies
Three local youngsters 
distinguished themselves in the 
1976 Vancouver Island Chess 
Tournament held recently in 
Campbell River, by walking 
away with first place trophies 
in different divisions.
David Taylor, 2989 
McIntyre Road, from Keating 
Elementary School, won the 
Grade 2 championship; Mary 
Stothard, 5435 Parker Avenue, 
from Cordova Bay Elemen­
tary, won the Grade 4 division; 
and Gary Schoepfer, 4559 
Cordova Bay Road, from 
Loch,side Elementary, came in 
first for the Grade 5 cham­
pionship.
Students from grades 1 to 7 
came from all over the island
to participate in the event. Si 
thousand, six hundred, twenty 
five registered players starte 
their games in September unti 
the semi-finalists emerged ti 
compete at Willows Poin 
Elementary School in Cam 
pbell River.
The chess program begins a 
the start of the school term ii 
primary and secondary school 
encouraging every child t( 
learn the game. Both boys am 
girls have proven equal abilit; 
in this sport.
Chess is an excellent gam 
for youngsters, assisting thei 
powers of concentration an( 
teaching them discipline 
perseverance and sport 
snianship.
Mr s. , 1
DA VID TA YLOR, a Grade 2 .student, proudly 
displays the trophy he won in the Vancouver 
Island Chess Tournament. This is the first year 
David has entered the annual competition 
sponsored by C-Fax.
XOSHIO A Blackstripe 100% Solid State COLOR T.V
In I ntif h with I f)in()rr()vv
Blackstripe has a 30 Month Warranty:
FEATURED NOW 11
14" Blackstripe Color T.V. with Swivel Base only ^398^°
ISLAND FLIINITURL 
MAllT
9842 - 3rd STREET, SIDNEY
656-3724
12" AC/DC Black & White '169lOn
CUB CAMP
1st TSARTLIP SIDNEY, 
Juno 4tli, 5th ft 6tli.
Pick up your son's forms 
at our store.
Forms must he in by May 21st.
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BUSINESSMAN HAS INSIDE 
VIEW ON HOSPITAL STRIKE
Sidney businessman Chic 
Goodman, partner in Rimpac 
Divers Ltd., also happens to be 
a trustee on the Victoria 
General Hospital board of 
management and chairman of 
the building and grounds 
committee.
In an interview this week, 
Goodman outlined his role in 
helping the strike-bound 
hospital to cope with its new­
found difficulties.
‘‘The strike has affected the 
hospital not as greatly as we 
had feared,” he explained 
Tuesday.
‘‘We are managing to cope 
with serving meals, garbage, 
laundry and keeping up the 
standards of cleanliness.”
Use of disposable plates, 
glasses and ‘‘the type of things 
used on aircraft” has made 
washing up after meals vir­
tually non-existent.
While disposable cutlery and 
crockery is an added expense 
Goodman said he had no idea 
whether it would work out 
more expensive in the long run 
considering the money 
currently being saved on 
wages.
‘‘We are coping quite well 
with the laundry through a 
number of volunteers,” said 
Goodman. All ironing has 
been abolished during the 
strike and this has raised the 
question of the need for 
pressed sheets at all, he said.
Eight people are employed 
full-time to do ironing nor­
mally, he said, adding that the 
volume of laundry is measured 
in tons, not pounds.
Almost all garbage in the 
hospital is being burned in the 
, incinerator now. Previously it
was trucked to the municipal 
dump.
As for cleanliness, staff have 
been working extra hours and 
through the assistance of 
volunteers Goodman said 
standards are being kept up.
'small candle,,. ’
Continued from Page 1 
mind. “Let’s get something 
going,” he said. “Then we can 
build a specification on what 
the building will look like but 
let’s get something started 
first . . . when I was with Air 
Canada we planned 15 years 
ahead . . . let’s get the 
referendum all set for Sep­
tember 11th!”
Town clerk Geoff Logan 
said he felt that September 
11th was too early.
“I disagree,” said the 
Mayor, “The Regional Board 
feel they can have everything 
ready by that time.”
“1 think to put a referendum 
over you have to be well 
prepared,” countered Logan, 
“There are several steps: you 
have to decide what you are 
going to build, what it’s going 
to cost, where it’s going to go, 
then get an architect to design 
it, take a construction by-law 
to third reading and then you 
have to go to the Lieutenant- 
Governor in council and 
borrow the money and you 
have to do all these things in- 
the summer months when 
people are going to be away on 
holiday. I don’t think there is 
enough time.”
The meeting concluded with 
no date established beyond 
that of September 11th for a 
referendum.
Local Bowling League 
Holds Annual Banquet
Agricultural Hall, 
Saanichton, Saturday evening 
was the scene of the Sidney 
Commercial Bowling League’s 
annual banquet when over 250 
bowlers and their friends 
^ gathered to celebrate the'enh' 
' of aiiotber successful season.
The smorgasbord provided by 
’^'“ffie^'Peacb'cIc Restaurant was 
thoroughly enjoyed judging 
by those going back for 
seconds. Mr. Len Bland acted 
as M.C. and distributed over 
$1,000 worth of trophies which 
are too numerous to mention.
“A” Section Champ- 
s--Tues. 1-9, KOA Muck- 
abouts: Norman, .John,
Herman, Anne, and Thelma 
Underwood. Tues. 9-11, Ding- 
a-lings: Phil Morrow, Bobbie 
Neal, Martin Haywood, 
Roberta Morrow, Ken Neal. 
Thurs. 7-9, Beacon Bums: Wes 
Avison, Charlotte Allan, Tom 
Rancier, Ted Mooney. Thurs. 
9-11, Foxy: Paul Turcotte, 
Sandy Leonard, Ken Soles, 
Frankie Spear and Frank 
Spear.
“A” Section Runncr- 
ups:—Tues. 7-9, Beacon 
Barbers: Skip Sansbury, 
Sharon Sansbury, Ken 
Thornton, Karen Thorton, Pat 
Underwood. Tues. 9-11, 
Cranks: Penny Avi.son, Sam 
Vallis, Wes Avi.son, Tom 
Sexton, Bill McAuley. Thurs. 
7-9, Rug Rats: Mike Dixon, 
Ron Scott, Susan Hughes, Art 
Wilson, Eileen Wilson. Thurs. 
9-11, Elso Finishers: Jan 
Varga, Dennis Varga, Bob 
Skinner, Bill McAuley, Geoff. 
Worall.
“B” Section Champ- 
s—Tues. 7-9, Harbour Boats: 
Bessie Roberts, Shawn Doran, 
Tovc Tekcn, Tom Rancier, 
Shelia Raticier. Tues. 9-11, 
Square II; Ken Soles, Norm 
Williams, Bess Russell, Mary 
Loveless, Bill Cole. Thtirs. 7-9, 
Alley Cals: Lcs Roy, Doris 
Roy, Andy Donald, Rina 
Donald, Kip Olten. Thurs. 9- 
11, Sidney l-reight: Lyle libcrl, 
Lynn Ebert, Norm Jackson, 
Dolly Maundies, Ray Leroux.
B” Section Runner- 
ups—Tues. 7-9, The Sleepers:
Myrna Green, Keith Littler, 
Dot Jackson, Hal Jackson, 
Kelly Green. Tues. 9-11, Y- 
Nots,:“haron Inis, Wayne Inis, 
LauraL Mojrrow, Donna 
Martihji Clint Martin. Thurs 
7-9, ,^,iBarry _ Bennett’s: Rob 
Scantiebury, Sandy Coldwell 
Agnes Coldwell, Janie 
Montgomery, Marian Rickard 
Donna Bath. Thurs. 9-11 
Bank of Montreal: Pbde 
Starck, Laura Lee Worrall 
Rosemary Burton, Maurice 
Burton, Wayne Barritt.
Bank of Montreal Cup 
(presented by Mr. Andrews) 
KOA Much-abouts. Air 
Canada Trophy (presented by 
Mr. Inness): Alley Cats. Jim 
Wakefield House Trophies 
(presented by Jim): Men’s 
Geoff Worrall, 972. Ladies’ 
Bobbie Neal, 801.
A vote of thanks was given 
by President Lyle Ebert 
Section secretaries: Sharron 
Sansbury, Hope Funk 
Rosemary Burton, Roberta 
Morrow, treasurer, Gladys 




To Clean Up 
Its Back-yard ’
May 25 to June 18 has been 
declared Spring Clean Up time 
North Saanich.
According to Mayor Paul 
Grieve, the natural beauty of 
the municipality has been 
increasingly defaced in recent 
years by the accumulation of 
garbage.
The object of the program is 
for the municipality to rid 
public property and road 
allowances of all debris and 
used cars and to assist residents 
to remove refuse from private 
property.
This is an opportunity for 
property owners to solve 




Lucky winners at the Save 
The Children Tea held on 
Wednesday April 28, 1976 
were the following; R. Glover, 
Mrs. R. Lunn, Mr. L. 
Wodske, R. Bluett, Mrs. B. 
Richmond, Mr. G. McAdams, 
John Connor, Mrs. M. Hunt, 
G. Philipchalk, Mrs. Dorothy 
McLennan, Mrs. D. Digby — 
Smith, Mrs. N. Gordon and 
Mrs. G. Evans.
LEGAL CAPTURE OF FALCONS 
CANCELLED BY GOVERNMENT
Largely due to the efforts of 
a vocal minority some birds of 
prey will be left undisturbed as 
permits for the capture of their 
young are to be cancelled.
North Saanich wildlife 
expert, Clio Matheson, was 
relieved when Provincial 
Secretary Grace McCarthy 
announced a moratorium last 
week on the capture of the 
falcons.
The Peale’s falcon, a 
subspecies of the peregrine, 
nests mainly on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. There are 56 
known nests on the Charlottes 
and two on Vancouver Island.
Although the Peale’s falcon 
is believed to nest from Oregon 
up to Alaska, Mrs. Matheson 
feels that this subspecies could 
be more scarce than suspected 
because of the difficulty in 
distinguishing them from other 
species of falcon.
“In any other country, these
birds would be stringently 
protected,” she said.
Although there is some 
suspicion that the birds are 
being captured for re-sale in 
Europe, Mrs. Matheson. 
believes the falcons are being 
caught for the falconers in 
British Columbia.
Travelodge Ball Team 
Holds Lead In Softball
Travelodge maintained their 
lead in the Men’s Softball 
League despite their first loss 
of the season. Following 
Sunday’s action the Bears have 
a two point lead over Sidney 
Hotel. Monday and Thursday 
nights games were cancelled 
due to rain and wet grounds. 
These were both rescheduled 
for Sunday forcing Victoria 
Chiefs to play three games in 
one day.
Tuesday night Travelodge 
won their third straight game 
by handing Sidney Hotel their 
first loss loss; 7 to 1. A.V. 
Stubbington and Tom Hatcher 
had home runs for the Golden 
, Bears.Corky Jolsul iwent ^all 
the w^yi'Ior his tH“d‘;’yi>iii*-knd 
A1 Graham suffered his fibt 
loss. ■■
Wednesday night Seabord 
and Harvey’s played to a 4 all 
draw as darkness prevented 
extra innings. A two run single 
by Jerry Lavender in the last 
of the seventh tied the game. 
Doug Bowden had a home run 
for Seabord. Roger Wallace 
went all the way for Harvey’s 
while Mike Kirby came on in 
relief of Stan Pritchard for 
Seabord.
Friday night KOA handed










Mrs. Matheson said that the 
falconers, of which there are 
between 100 and 150 in B.C. 
according to Fish and Wildlife 
statistics, do not breed the 
birds, but only keep and fly 
them in the traditional manner 
of the sport.
“It is a recreation and 
resource for the benefit of a 
minute portion of the 
population,” she said.
Mrs. Matheson is pleased 
with the responsiveness of the
provincial government in 
ensuring that the Peale’s 
falcon will not be tampered 
with and urges people who are 
concerned with the preser­
vation of endangered species to 
make their fears known.
“If people disapprove, they 
must write,” she said. ”in alot 
of instances, the government is 
working in the interests of the 
most vocal group.”
“We have to be noisy,” she 
concludes.
Aid. Jim Lang
Underwood’s home run with 
the bases loaded, the Kampers 
scored 8 runs in the second 
inning and then held on for a 8 
to 7 win. Vic Underwood came 
on in relief of Gordon Bob in 
the third and held Travelodge 
to one hit and one run for five 
innings to gain the win. Corky 
Jossul suffered his first loss.
Sunday afternoon Sidney 
Hotel .defeated Victoria 
Chiefs, 6 to 3 to climb into 
second place. A1 Graham was 
the winner with Francis Lit­
tlechieftaking the loss.
The Chiefs after a brief rest 
took the field for a second 
game and were handily 
defeated by Harvey’s;il6 to;2^ 
BriarisVanderkracfht Kcl^^drni| 
his first win. ' \
“ "Sunday evening the "Chiefs 
took the field for thie third 
straight game and put up a 
game battle against 
Travelodge, losing 7 to 2. 
Corky Jossul picked up his 
fourth win with V. Balaam the 
Loser.
Exhibition games have been 
lined up with the World 
Champion Victoria Bates 
during June and July, but 
dates have not been confirmed 
as yet.
The League standing as of 
May 16th arc as below:
SIDNEY ALDERMAN 
RETURNING HOME
Sidney Alderman Jim 
Lang will be arriving home 
from Iran on May 31st, his 
wife informed The Review this 
week.
“He telephoned me on 
Saturday,” Mrs. Lang told 
The Review. “It was his birth­
day and it was such a thrill to 
hear from him. The connection 
was excellent. He told me he is 
looking forward to coming 
back to Sidney and wishes to 




Members of the local Sidney 
RCMP detachment had a 
pleasant surprise last week. 
Scotty Starr, a well known 
Deep Cove resident, baked a 
special cake in com­
memoration of Police Week 
and dropped it off at the 
detachment office.
“It didn’t last very long,” 
said Constable Tom Brown. 
“The cake vanished in mere 
seconds.”
New Committee?
Acting on the advice of Aid. 
Eric Sherwood, North Saanich 
council may add another 
committee to the roster to deal 
specifically with the 
development of municipal 
parks.
Aid. Sherwood, chairman of 
Committee ‘B’ which deals 
with utilities, works, policies 
and recreation, told council 
members that his committee is 
already too overworked to give 
parks development the time 
and consideration it requires.
May Paul Grieve promised 
to study the matter further 
before choosing committee 
members.
UNIT 302 A.N. & A.F. 
VETERANS IN CANADA
The May General Meeting will be held at 
8 p.m., 25 May, 1976. A Members Night 
will commence at 8 p.m., 27 May, 1976.
Members will be allowed one guest only. 














THE MOST VERSATILE TRACTOR 
YOU CAN BUY!






■ $807 - $955 per month
Under supervision, to maintain and control the 
payroll and all subsidiary records, accounts payable and 
accounts receivable systems; to assist in the general 
accounting function and Motor Vehicle Branch 
operations.
High School graduation supplemented by formal 
accounting courses is required and preference will be 
given to those applicants having actual accounting and 
office, particularly payroll, experience with typing 
ability.
Applications in writing giving full resume as to age, 
experience, qualifications, references, availability and 
other pertinent information will be received by the 
undersigned not later than 4:00 p.m., June 4th, 1976.
G.S. Logan, 
Town Clerk/Treasurer 




Dr. Wylie Brandell wishes to announce the 
Commencement of Dental Practice in 
Sidney Professional Centre 










FRIDAY, MAY 21$t & SATURDAY, MAY 22nd
10 P.M. - 2 A.M.
656-1131
CUT THIS AD OUT AND PRESENT IT AS A 
FREE PASS.
WHELPON MEATS LTD.
100 PER CENT SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 
Servicing, restaurahts, In- 
stitutions & home freezers 478-1281
GRADE A 1&2 SIDES 95* lb.
GRADE A 1&2 HINDS TP|lb.
GRADE A 1&2 FRONTS 85* LB.
SIDES OF PORK $109 !.lb. ^
“Alberta Grain 
Fed Commercial”.
HINDS Cut, wrapped 








for two to any place in 
Canada served by Canada 
Post and common carrier,
+»1,500^«
+other valuable prizes!
Ask any postal employee for full details.
Ask any postal employee for an entry form.
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Iv 1 MiM CLOSING OUT
m SALE
BUTLER La: BROTHERSl
Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irrigation
2070 KfiATINQ « flOAD / For Soivico: To/pp/iono; 652-1121
DL14550 2485 BEACON AVE
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MAJORETTE NEWS
''■ ■'■-■ l-x ^ \», ■■■■’^—-^ i' ! «,,: ................ . . •.... .
B.C. Championship in 
Vancouver on Saturday for 
Senior Dance and Twirl Team 
was won by Norma and Mary 
Stiles and Tammy Head of 
Sidney along with teammates 
Loraine Comeau and Marjarie 
Graham of Esquimau.
Esquimau Legion Corps 
also placed 2nd in Cham­
pionship Parade Corps, and 
2nd in Senior Open Dance and 
Twirl.
Individual awards as 
follows:
1st Basic March 
Marjorie Graham 
1st Solo Twirl 
Norma Stiles
STUDENTS
Ken Babcock, Student 
Placement Officer with the 
Canada Manpower Centre for 
Students will shortly be 
contacting employers in the 
Sidney area to assist them in 
meeting their summer em­
ployment needs. The student 
centre can provide students for 
almost any job whether a day, 
week or summer in duration.
A VAILABLE
Babcock has been speaking 
to students at Parklands Senior 
Secondary School about job 
opportunities this week.
Students interested in 
registering for summer em­
ployment should come in to 
the Canada Manpower Centre 
for Students at 546 Yates 
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
' > ‘ > '.
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Phil Abfirnethy normets a common problom! 
Oil leaks
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
2nd Solo
Marjorie Graham 
2nd Basic March 
Andrea Telford 
3rd Milirary March 
Tammy Price 
3rd Military March 
Loraine Comeau 
These girls have been busy. 
They have won 17 awards in a 
Victoria Competition April 24 
and 16 awards in Bellingham 
on May 1st, including firsts in 
Flag — Sr. Dance Team Duet 
Twirl and Duet Strut.
Coming up are local parades 
and shows including The 
Victoria May Day Parade and 
Victorian Days Street Show
*AWS DOGGy WASH
• Clipping - Detleaing - Pedicure t |y, "
• Bathing - Grooming I tS
• Personalized Boarding Service
PQCOCK, PROP.
7199 Patricia Bay Hwy
ALL
BREEDS
CRO 1 0 ^ •z'z rairi i  D  r
OD/m~^lXC, En route to ferries
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Downey
SIDNEY BUSINESSMAN EARLE DOWNEY 
always said that when he reached the age of 60 he 
would retire. In June of this year he will attain that 
age and he intends to keep his vow.
Earle and his wife Betty have run the Sidney Dry 
Goods for the past 12 and a half years but now they 
are going to sell off their stock and call it a day.
“It’s been a fine business to work in,” said Betty 
Downey last week, “We’ve really enjoyed our 
customers and I know we are going to miss them.”
The store has specialized in a line of clothing for 
women aged 25 years and older.
“1 think a lot of our customers will miss this sort of 
store. We’ve* carried mainly a line of goods in the 
medium price range,” said Mrs. Downey. ,
The Downey’s will be selling off some $55,000 
w'orth of inventory.
The store has been in the family since 1942 when 
Betty’s parents first commenced to run it. Later she 
and Earle purchased it from them.
“This store, the Sidney Hotel, the Sidney Bakery 
and The Sidney Review are likely the oldest 
businesses left in Sidney,” she said. “Others have 
changed their names down through the years.”
Mr. and Mrs. Downey will continue to reside at 
10213 Pleasant Street in Sidney following their 
departure from business life in the Town. They 




MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
SATURDAY, MAY 22 


















Red ,b.*l” & Chunks ib.*2^®
Whole* White Steaks
White ib.^1 ^ & Chunks ib.
FRESH CAUGHT
SOLE FILLETS $150lb.
PACIFIC "From Contented Fish”













WALLACE DRIVE & W. SAANICH RD.
























All Beef ^ 1rr 69 !
COUNTRY FRESH PRODUCE 1
Strawberries
SNOBOY a jm. a.39'basket w
CALIFORNIA
Potatoes
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Pack A Picnic
Perhaps there’s no connection, but regular B.C. 
Ferry passengers can’t help but notice the decline in 
service that seems to have followed increasing labour 
unrest among ferry employees and indifference in 
management.
Once upon a time, when the service was new, ferry 
staff and the government that employs them seemed 
to take pride in their work — and couldn’t have 
helped but be proud of the service as a whole. Island 
residents and other patrons of the water-borne high­
way to the mainland were quick to extoll its virtues. It 
was widely acclaimed — and with good reason — as 
one of the best ferry systems in the world.
And nowhere was this more obvious than in the 
fleet’s coffee shops.
Reminiscent of similar facilities in Canada’s 
railroad hotels, these travelling food emporiums were 
staffed by cheerful and efficient stewards — men 
with an apparent genuine concern about their 
patrons’ comfort and well-being. And food quality 
easily matched this same high calibre.
How many times, we wonder, was a carload of 
potential ferry passengers told by an experienced 
traveller to hang onto their hunger ‘for we’ll soon be 
on the ferry, and you’ll get one of the finest meals on 
the coast.’
Sadly, those days seem gone forever.
A good way to describe what’s come to pass is to 
relate the experiences of a local journalist who 
returned home on the Queen of Esquimau Sunday 
evening.
“We were driving up from central Washington,’’ 
he says, “and purposely avoided stopping for dinner 
along the way.
“We’d had mediocre food on the ferries in the 
recent past, but fond memory of fine food over the 
years made us hopeful. It’s a mistake we’ll never 
make again.
“My travelling companion wanted a salad — any 
salad would do — but settled for a cheesebqrger after 
a cursory inspection of the wilted offerings on 
display.
“Without complaint, she was soon munching 
indifferently on a sawdust bun containing a round of 
.dried meat and a slice of unmelted process cheese.
, “But I was truly hungry, and discovering ‘chicken 
pot pie’ on the menu, immediately began conjuring 
up visions of one of those succulent pots of chicken' 
stew steaming under a cover of crisp pastry.
“To say I was disappointed would be the epitomy 
of understatement.
“To begin with the pie was beef not chicken — but 
one’s as good (or bad) as the other. It was still en­
cased in the foil dish in which it had been shipped 
from one of the purveyors of frozen dinners and 
' other excuses for food. The crust had the consistency 
of cardboard, a taste to match and a colour that’s 
hard to describe within the bounds of decency. To 
top it off, the contents included not one, but two 
hairs. B.C. Ferry’s total contribution toward making 
it more palatable was to add an extra dollop of greasy 
gravy over the whole mess, foil dish and all.
He won’t be disappointed with the passing of the 
ferry restaurant, our colleague told us. In fact, 
they can even close the cafeterias as well as far as he’s 
concerned. For, short of the occasional cup of coffee, 
he’s unlikely to ever take that sort of chance with his 
digestion again.
The Reg Davis Column
When that earth tremor 
struck us, early Sunday 
morning - I was out of bed - 
into a bath robe - and out of 
the front door in about three 
seconds flat. The cat beat me 
to it - through the open 
window - eyes wild with fright - 
hair straight up on his back.
I stood for a while shivering, 
(not sure whether from fright 
or the cold, probably a little of 
both). Then, when I was 
finally convinced the house 
wasn’t going to collapse, I 
went back in, straightened up 
the pictures on the wall and 
made myself a ‘cuppa’.
I’ve experienced tremors 
before, but this one was 
different, it was almost as if a 
giant was crashing around the 
house and for a moment my 
mind went back to the 
bombing"' during the war, in 
London, and then 1 thought 
about those poor devils, still 
digging their way out of their 
earthquake in Italy, and 1 was 
thankful that we don’t get too 
many of Mother natures 
stomach rumblings.
.lust a thought - but 1 sin­
cerely hope those new, high - 
backed swivel chairs, recently 
installed in Sidney chambers, 
will not encourage its members 
to spend their time, and the 
taxpayers money, in going 
around and around in ever 
decreasing circles, like .some of 
their predecessors managed to 
- without them,
Last Thursday, had coffee 
with Doug Ashbee and Tom 
Brown of the Sidney R.C.M.P. 
detachment who were j 
resplendent in their red tunics 
(or is it scarlet) and the rest of 
the official uniform, which 
was being worn apparently, in 
memory of all those officers 
who had been killed in the line 
of duty. Happened to remark 
how nice it would be for some 
of the American tourists if the 
uniform were worn more 
often. So many tourists come 
with their cameras, looking for 
a typical Canadian Mountie, as 
they no doubt see them on the 
movies, only to often walk 
right by them, due to them 
wearing their everday dress. 
Tom replied, and 1 have to 
agree with him - that although 
they look nice, they are not 
very practical for chasing ‘bad 
guys’.
Managed to make it all the 
way up to Qualicum and back 
on Saturday, despite the 
suicidal attempts by some 
drivers, who seemed intent on 
wiping both myself and other 
drivers off the face of this 
earth. Had some business to 
see to at Eaglecrest Lodge, just 
a mile south of the town. Run 
by a eharming young lady, 
name of Kathy Hilton, the 
lodge is built entirely of logs 
and has an enormous stone 
fireplaee at one end. The 
interior is tastefully done, with
carved furniture and some of 
the most perfect samples of 
taxidermy I have ever seen. 
Worth a visit, if you’re up that 
way. On the way up, stopped 
to fill up at a gas station that 
was advertising ‘Full service 
for 70 cents a gallon’. When I 
finally managed to get the 
young attendant to hear me 
above his shrieking transistor 
radio, I said, “Fill ’er up 
please’’ I was still waiting for 
the ‘Full service when he came 
for the money. “Would you 
mind checking the tires” I said 
hopefully. “Wot, all of’em?” 
he said incredulously - “1 only 
have four” 1 pointed out, (now 
almost mad enough to get him 
to check the one spare that was 
buried under all the junk in the 
back of the wagon) - to which 
he grudgingly consented. I 
guess these days, one can’t 
expect too much for 70 cents.
The people who do all the 
merchandise packaging, and 
the holiday tour groups don’t 
seem to consider the single 
person. When shopping for 
groceries, it’s hard to'find a 
turkey that is small enough to 
get in my oven without first 
hacking it into pieces, and 
when 1 do, am usually eating
turkey till its coming out of my 
ears.
Enjoying home baked bread 
presents another problem. 
Most of the pre-frozen stuff 
comes in a package of five. 
With my fridge-freezer being 
the tempermental monster it is,
1 often find thawed out dough 
oozing its way through the 
freezer compartment door - 
while at the other extreme I 
somethimes have to hack 
frozen cream out of its 
container when making my 
morning coffee. Even eggs 
seem to come only in dozens, 
resulting in them almost 
hatching before they get-eaten. 
Intent on taking a trip to 
Hawaii this December, I 
picked up a brochure of 
package tours by ‘Wardair’. 
The prices they quote, (so they 
say,) include everything - no 
extras. But - surprisingly 
enough, if you take the wife 
and kids - mother-in-law, and 
even grannie and the dog, you 
get quite a reduction - but at 
the bottom of the prices it says, 
and I quote on tour - ‘Singles - 
add $300.00 For that extra, 
you’d think they would throw 
in one of those delectable 
bikini clad maidens that are 
plastered all over the pages.
Turnbull in Strict Training
Noted oarsman Brian 
Turnbull ran four miles on 
Saturday morning along the 
Pat Bay waterfront and up 
Mills road hill. It is understood
BillMcCuskcr
It seem seems to me the 
rather modest tax increases 
announced in last week’s 
Review for residents of Sidney, 
Central Saanich and North 
Saanich arc an indication that 
Peninsula people have elected 
a rather responsible group of 
Indies and gents to look after 
their interests.
This is in stunning contrast 
to the various governing bodies 
in Victoria where elected 
officials annually wring their 
hands and mumble something 
about “things beyond our 
control" immediately prior to 
announcing another whopping 
tax hike.
Like the rest of you, I have 
no idea where tliese continuous 
and senseless yells for 
“More!" are leading us, but 
commonsensc would seem to 
indicate all of us are riding a 
roller-coaster heading straight 
for a brick wall, with nobody 
at any level of government 
making an d.terinincd alteinpl 
»to .slow its headlong dash.
Tlie various levels of 
government certainly recognize 
one thing . . the populace at 
large doesn’t really want to 
hear anything that smacks of 
commonsensc.
There I was -- sometime
4 i
after Saturday midnight - 
indulging my customary 
nocturnal habit of con­
templating the sins of 
mankind, when all of a sudden 
that crazy teen-age .son of 
mine started bounding down 
the stairs, shaking the house to 
its foundations and making 
enough racket to wake his 
mother ai\d sisters.
Or at least that was my 
thought when I fell the shakes 
and heard the noise. But then it 
dawned on me that we didn’t 
have a staircase long enough 
for him to carry out this 
sustained rumble and - shrewd 
fellow that I am -- it im­
mediately came to me that I 
was experiencing something to 
do with the Richter .scale.
Subseciuent pieces of in­
telligence from the radio 
confirmed my opinion that it 
was indeed an earthquake and, 
feeling somewhat .sheepish, I 
had to give myself yet another 
Icctiue (the mupieeulh) on the 
subject of Not Blaming the Kid 
When It Isn’t llis Imult.
As eartluiuakes go, this was 
a mild one although of suf­
ficient intensity to cause one to 
rcfiect that it could have been 
a whole lot worse, to say 
nothing of the fact that we arc 
relatively helpless in the face of 
forces beyond our control.
Modern technology, which 
long ago recognized our 
ptission for having everything 
secure and everything nice, has 
given us such wonders as Kitty 
l.iller and the Training Bra but 
it has not yet come u]) with 
anything to stop earthquakes.
But they are working on it.
Well, earthquakes come and 
go (an astute observation) and 
we all have our favorite stores 
about them.
Mine concerns the quake 
that occurred about 10 o’clock 
on :i Sunday morning .some 
years ago just as an Up-Island 
farmer hatl finished setting up 
an electric fence with the 
though to persuatling his cattle 
to slay within a. certain en­
closure on the farm. Those 
who recall this particular 
tremor will remember it 
luoduced a .series of short but 
heavy jolts,
None remembers it belter 
than the IJp-Island farmer who 
later luUl a fiiciid; ”il was the 
dangdcsi thing . . . my prize 
heifer Beulah touched her nose 
to the new fence imtl all hell
broke loose.”
Wouldn’t you know it? A 
new fellow comes to The 
Review tind the first thing he 
docs is put in a picture of his
own daughter just because she 
happened to get married.
There is a saving grace here, 
however, The groom is the | 
well-known local fellow Ben 
Wilkowski, a member of that 
fine body of men known as 
Sidney Detachment, RCMP, 
and 1 \yill thank them to 
remember it was I who applied 
that description to them the I 
next time they catch me going] 
.‘>2 mph on the rotid to Vic­
toria.
♦ ♦ ♦
The name atop this essay is 
imt there for a purpose far 
beyond .self-glorification. I am 
one of those unfortunates who 
gels all .sorts of weird and 
wonderful variations on his 
name and if I tell you 
somebody once called me 
“McCaskel’’ you will know 
whal I mean.
All of us are highly-insulted 
when people get our uiiiucs 
wroirg and I have therefore 
spelled out M-c-C-u-s-k-e-r In 
the faint hope that we get off 
on the right foot.
’ninUGIIT FOR THIS 
WEEK: It is better to remain 
silent and be thought a fool 
than to open your mouth and 
remove all doubt.





9:30 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
ST. STEPHEN’S 
8:30 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
10:00 a.m. Bible Class 
Teens and young adults 
10:15 a.m. Family Service 
7:30 p.m. Evening Service
Rev. IvanFutter 
652-2812
that he is in strict training for 
the Great Sidney Rowing 
Review which takes place on 
.luly 1st of this year. Turnbull 





[Meeting at Knights of Pythias 
Hall,
19760 Fourth Street.
I Pastor, Rev. Chas Barker 
Iphcffte 656-2545
SUNDAY, MAY 23
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Worship
7:00 p.m. Speaker Rev. L. 
Henkel
A Cordial Welcome 
To All
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH OF 
SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH




10:00 a.m. Family Service, 
followed by refreshments 
St. ANDREWS CHURCH 
3rd Street, Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
11:14 a.m. Morning Prayer 
Sunday School and 
Nursery
THURSDAY, MAY 27TH 
ASCENSION DAY 
9:00 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
7:30 p.m. Deanery 
Evensong.
Preacher: Archdeacon H. 
Greenhalgh
Rector




9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. “Teaching the 
Worth of Man. Rights, 
Social Ills”
7:00 p.m. “Why each Man 
Needs Christ”.
Wednesday 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 






Marriod Salurday in St. Patrick’s Church in Oak 
Biiy were Constable Ben Wilkowski of Sidney Doich- 
nient, RCMP, and Ruth MeCiiskcr, an employee of 
Sidney braneh, Canadian Imperial Bank of Com­
merce. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 'Fad 
Wilkowski of Silverton, B.C. and the bride is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.B. McCusker of Vic­
toria. After a honeymoon in California, they will 
reside in Sidney.
eace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m.







Evening Fellowship 7 p.m. 
Praise meeting: Wed. 





Rest Haven Drive, Sitjnby 
SERVICES




ALL ARE WELCOME 






(Parish Church of 
Brentwood Bay) 
Sunday, May 23, 1976 
ROGATIONTIDE 
(Prayers for Seedtime) 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com­
munion




St. Andrew’s Church 
Sidney




Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7720W. Saanich Road 




10030 Third St. Sidney 







Rev. R. Hori Pratt 




11:00 a.m. Service Worship 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
(Baby Fold Provided)
ST. JOHN’S ■ 
DEEP COVE
9:30 a.m. Service Worship
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 




Family Service & Sunday 
School 9:45 a.m.
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
' 9830 5 th Street
Sunday
!9:30a.m. The Lord’s 
JSupper
ill :00 a.m. Family Bible
iHour
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
7:30 p. m. Prayer & B iblo S ludy 
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the 
World’’
Sands Funeral Chapels 
Sending
Vancouver Island
Your SIX community Chnpols, 
indopondent Family Owned 
and Controlled. Sands since 
1915. '
WE CARE
iDodicatod to Service 
Seasibic Prices
Sands Chapul of Roses 
Fourth Street
..............
I'SpocIniirinfi in shipping to or' 
l.from anywhoro. CnlJ collect
# mmnurmAi mesr (»M!
REMOVAI.AND i 
'>MEMOmALSEHVlC)a'
''fiervinri Vancouver' lalanef 
u-------CalL^QllecI,..,
[a bivisioN or SanDS' 
' VICTORIA, 3nn-S155 
I SIDNI3Y, A.'iA ?932 '
' COLWOOD, 47n-3n?l 






- *028 FIFTH OTRECT, BIDNBY,,.O.Ci
PASTORi MdNTY F. MOORE 
PHpNE; OGO-3644 OR 056-2090
9:45 a.m,
11 :(H) a.m. Nursery care proviilct
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer 7:30p.m, Tuesday
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SUNSET RIDING CLUB members had a busy day Sunday when they put their mounts through a variety of programs for both 
spectators and judges alike. (Review staff photo).
Sunset Riding Club Holds Exciting Meet
By Grania Litwin
Grey saddle-horses, bay 
nags, pinto prancers, shaggy 
Shetland ponies, Welsh ponies, 
half-Arabs cross-breeds were 
all seen at the equestrian 
competition help Sunday by 
the Sunset Riding Club.
A schooling show organized 
by club members, the com­
petition included more than 30 
horse entries and as many 
riders.
It was held at the club 
grounds in the riding ring on 
West Saanich Road near 
Downey and attracted more 
than 150 viewers throughout
the day.
The day lasted from 9 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. and competition 
classes ranged from Western 
Pleasure and English 
Equitation to the clubs own 
particularity, the Sunset 
Special.
This may sound like a 
gastronomic delight but for the 
North Saanich equine crowd of 
novice competitors it’s a rare 
event.
Open to first-time entrants 
in both Western and English 
riding schools competitors 
must complete, such tasks as 
walking and trotting both ways
in the ring, standing quietly 
and backing readily.
According to club organizer, 
Colleen Hague, the main point 
of the club is to improve 
standards of riding and to have 
fun.
“We especially like to have 
families join the group,” she 
explained in an interview 
Tuesday.
Of the more than 50 
memberships in the horse club, 
a large number are families, 
bringing total membership to 
nearly 200.
Family membership fee is 
$10 and includes, besides an 
opportunity to take part in all
SEPTIC TANKS NO LONGER DRAWBACK ON 
GOVERNMENT HOME OWNERSHIP PROGRAM
Loans under the Federal 
Assistant Home Ownership 
program (AHOP) are now 
available to buyers of homes 
on septic tanks in some areas 
throughout B.C., Housing 
Minister Hugh Curtis said this 
week.
Curtis said the Provincial 
Housing Department and the 
Canadian Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation (CMH- 
VC) have reached an 
agreement to provide mortgage 
insurance under the National 
Housing Act for homes on 
septic tanks.
“The real importance of this 
agreement is to make AHOP 
loans and subsidies available in 
areas formerly , ineligible 
because of the lack of sanitary 
services,” he .said, “However, 
this is not a guarantee that all 
unsewered lots in the province 
will automatically be eligible.” 




For the second time, North 
Saanich council denied an 
application from a municipal 
resident who had requested 
that his land be removed from 
the restrictions of the 
Agricultural Land Re.servc.
E.M. Kaldenberg had ap­
plied for reconsideration of a 
former application, stating 
that he would offer tin 
alternative solution in the way 
of a leasehold plan.
This solution was unac­
ceptable to council and to the 
Capital Regional Board, 
according lo correspondence 
received from Dennis 
Hawthorne, Assistant I’lanner 
of the district.
The tipplicalion did not 
conform to the regulations as 
slated in the Land Commission 
Act rciiding that land zoned 
for agricultural or farm use 
prior to December, 1972, 
ciinnoi he zoned for any <4her 
use,
the housing department, in co­
operation with CMHC, will 
designate eligible areas 
throughout the province, he 
said, . adding certain 
requirements must be met.
These requirements stipulate 
that the development must 
have the approval of the 
Regional District or local 
municipality and the septic 
tanks must meet the standards 
specified by the Provincial
Health Act. Curtis said the 
new policy will result in home 
ownership assistance being 
offered on an equal basis 
throughout the province.
It will also contribute to 
increasing the supply of land 
where homes can be built, he 
added.
It has not yet been deter­
mined which land on the 
peninsula will ,be eligible for 
assistance.’




returns from the 
Conquer Cancer 
Campaign” conducted 
throughout the community of 
Sidney and North Saanich 
indicated a slight increase over 
last years figure of $8,200.00.
.lulienne L’Hirondellc, 
Campaign Manager for 1976, 
is pleased with the results to 
date, and hopes eventually that 
they will exceed $8,5(X).
“We have a few canvassers 
to report in yet” she .said, 
“and with $8,300.00 reported 
so far the chance of passing 
$8,500. is e.xcellent. We hope 
to have a final figure by month 
end from the main drive, but I 
want people lo realize that just 
bccau.se April is now past that 
it is not the end of our ac­
tivity,”
“Basically, the campaign is 
a year round effort”, she said, 
“and anyone who has not yet 
contributed and who wishes to 
do so may send their 
dontilion lo our campaign 
office at 9372 Marylitnd Drive, 
or give us a call at 656-3477, 
and we will mtike 
arrangements to pick it up”.
The above address is the 
residence of Mrs. Evelyn 
Robinson, last years campaign 
manager, who is serving as 
Trciisurcr for the 1976 
program.
“I would like lo say “thank
you” to Mr. John Smith, our 
Unit president, “she said”, for 
the wonderful job he did 
soliciting the business sccion of 
our community, and for the 
excellent canvassing efforts of 
our many volunteers who 
worked with us. The Society 
depends on them to make their 
program a success, and once 
again they have come through 
with Hying colours. We must 
not forget the residents, cither, 
who responded lo the can­
vassers so well. Their support 
is greatly appreciated."
All monies raised by the 
Society is u.sed primarily for 
cancer research projects 
throughout British Columbia, 
with the balance going lo 
Piitient Aid Services and 
Education Programs. Only 5 
percent of the contributaions 
goes lo Administration, and 
approximately 4 percent for 
fund raising costs.
club events, a monthly 
newsletter called the Nag Rag.
Yearly happenings feature 
schooling competitions, 
gymkhanas and trail rides.
This year’s trail ride will be 
held in June in the Kiksilah 
River area and, during the 
overnight trip, 25 riders will 
plod more than 50 miles.
Members in the club travel 
from as far away as Cobble 
Hill and Victoria and range in 
age from 7 to 84 years old.
Some are accomplished 
riders, remarked Ms. Hague, 
who said they bring home 
ribbons from the Pacific 
National Exhibition in 
Vancouver. The Canadian
A Split Issue
Central Saanich alderman 
Pency Lazarz argued at 
last week’s committee meeting 
on Monday, that if a road 
bisects a piece of property it 
creates two distinct parcels of 
land and subdivision into these 
two parcels should be per­
mitted.
Lazarz was responding to h 
request made by resident 
Marilyn A. Smith, of 2199 
Newman, to subdivide her 
property into two roughly 
equal three-acre lots because it 
is separated by Central 
Saanich Road.
Council noted that property 
to the north, which is also in 
the Agricultural Land Reserve, 
fulfilled similar criteria and the 
municipality approved sub- 
divi.sion.
“This is a natural, physical 
subdivision,” argued Lazarz. 
“The property is already in 
two individual parcels.”
While agreeing with Lazarz 
in principle, Alderman Don 
MacLaurin warned that the 
British Columbia Land 
Commission will look on the 
request from another point of 
view.
“It may not be a viable farm 
unit if divided — this is the 
argument which will be used by 
the commission,” he said. 
Council agreed to forward the 
request lo the commission in 
any case.
Chnniber To Meet
The May meeting of the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce will 
take place on Thursday, May 




A simple technique to develop 
the full potential of the \ 
individual and society.
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
Sidney Elementary School Library
Wednesday, June 2, 8 P.M. No charge.
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provide.s spaeioiis new 
iieeommo(li»fion.s, 
mostly fully etittipped 
kitchens, cable TV,, 
phone, free itarking and 
view balconies. Slarlinu 
al $111.00 single and $1,00 
per additional guest... 
with complimenlary 
coffee and leti service, 
for your tidded en­
joyment. On your next 
visit lo Vancouver stay 
downtown a I the 
Mayfair Hotel located tit Hornby and Hobson Streets,
For reservat.ionfi, lerrZf! to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
n-IS Hornhv St., Vnncoiivnr, B.C. VAT. IVl or Phono nron AO-t-6fl7-*751
Horse Shows Association 
competitions and Saanichton 
horse show also.
Regular lessons for members 
are organized by club executive 
and at present Barbara 
Trickett and Merle Harrop are 
conducting classes.
The Canadian Horse Shows 
Association (CHSA) rule .book 
is used as a guide in setting up 
the Sunset Riding Club’s 
schooling shows ■





North Saanich Aid. George 
Westwood has come to the 
defense of small property 
owners in the municipality who 
have voiced concern over 
proposed by-law 194.
Aid. Westwood has 
suggested changes to the by­
law to protect the “vested 
rights” of residents who have 
acquired or inherited property 
in the proposed rural district 
areas and who will no longer 
be able to subdivide their 
parcels.
He stated that these property 
owners acquired the land 
under one set of rules and will 
now be responsible lo the 
limitations of the new by-law.
By-law 194 will impose a 
.seven-acre minimum in the 
areas designated Rural District 
which were previously zoned 
Residential A, half-acre 
minimum. Residential B, one- 
acre minimum, or Rural, two- 
acre minimum.
This minimum acreage will 
apply even to those properties 
granted removal from the 
Agricultural Land Reserve.
The main justification for 
the proposed by-law is to 
■preserve the agricultural 
character of North .Saanich, 
but Aid. Westwood claims that 
the restrictions will affect only 
the small land owners since 
there is enough protection 
already against large-scale 
subdivision by developers.
A number of letters have 
already been received by 
council and petitions are being 
circulated throughout the 
municipality
In the meantime, public 
meetings are being held and 
copies of the by-law and maps 
showing the areas affected will 




Check our prices 
before you buy or sell anything
, —USEDFURNITURE — T.V.’SAPPLIANCES — 
TOOLS — WHAT HAVE YOU









Your Complete Home Entertainment Centre
2363 Beacon Avenue 656-3012
Irmtiwnb
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Dny 
Vnneouvor lolond
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652*2413
OCEAN FRESH DUNGENESS CRACKED CRAB 
SALAD BAR
Homemade Chicken Cordon Bleu
Compllmontod by
Fruih Melon, Pineapple and Honey Sweeloned Yami. 





OPEN 10 A.M.-12 P.M. MONDAY thru SATURDAY 
10 A.M.Hoip.M. SUI4UAY
Don't bo disappolnlod. Rosorvo early for
vv SUNDAY BRUNCH















16 fl. oz. tin ea.
















32 fl. oz. jar ea.
Beef Blade
Chuck Steak
Bone In, Full Cut.
Safeway Superb. II Per O A $ 




or Shank Portion Ib.
Prices Effective 
May 19th to May 22nd
IN YOUIl FRHONHLY HIDNHY HAFKWAY H'l’ORH 
HAI.K.S IN UE'l’AH,QlJANTITIim()NI.Y.
CANADA QAPIIWAV L.IMITttD.
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Silver Threads News In Review
A new Caterpillar 055L track loader with a 2’/4 yard bucket 
helps keep things moving at the construction site of the $20 million 
Ocean Sciences Complex at Pat Bay Beach, near Victoria. The 
loader — owned by Alberni Rentals of Saanichton — moves
‘A Willingness To Help Another Individual
Is Most Important’
Meals on Wheels, St. John’s 
Ambulance Service, the Boy 
Scjouts; what: ^do,:.they":haye .in: 1..
c6mmonT,\":,.:'.:
|::;iVoluriteersv Andi ' with 
Volunteer Recognition Week, 
May 16-22, a big thank you has 
been extended. Over 15 
agencies in Saanich and Sidney 
get help via the Volunteer 
Bureau.
Men and women of all ages 
are giving their time, energy, 
and friendship. Latest statistics 
show some surprising changes: 
more young people, men, and 
families with low incomes are 
becoming involved. The old 
image of the middle class, 
bored housewife as the 
principle volunteer is fading.
Recently those under 30 
have been the largest group to 
use the Volunteer Bureau; in 
fact, more have volunteered 
from this group than from the 
middling and retired groups 
combined.
“More people in their 
twenties arc volunteering,” 
.says Margaret Haines, Co­
ordinator at the Volunteer 
Bureau. ‘‘It may be that 
university and job applications 
are giving more attention to 
experience in volunteer work,” 
Perhaps liigh unemployment 
can account in part for this 
trend. Many employers look 
for enthusiasm and experience 
— qualities that can be in­
dicated by participation in the 
community ns a volunteer.
In contrast to the young, the 
retired group uses tltc bureau 
the least. Yet the community 
has great need for their services 
especially in the area of one-to- 
one relationships. Foster 
grandparents are needed by 
increasing numbers of children 
who have only one parent and 
few or no other relatives.
More men are needed to fill 
a similar need. Often the 
parent in single parent homes 
is the mother. More and more 
children need a male adult to 
relate to in order to com­
pensate for an absentee father.
Does volunteering 
necessarily require any special 
skill? According to Margaret 
Haines, “A willingness to help 
another individual Is most 
important in volunteer work,” 
Many people come to the 
bureau feeling that they have 
nothing to offer. Yet they find 
out titat the friendship one can 
provide is of great value in 
many volunteer situations.
In Saanich many agencies 
still need help with services 
ranging from recreational and 
social areas to health and 
mental health fields. In the 
"Untapped Potcnlinl”, a
government report on 
yolunteerism, it was shown 
that ‘‘the main reason]-^for the. 
noh-lnvolvement of]]^i;people^ 
who hqve never volunteered or 
made charitable gifts is lack of
awareness.” It further stated 
that a high percentage do want^ 
I jp, help.; ,,Because..,they don’t 
take the initiative:,:to find oiit 
what programs are being 
offered or because there is not
the/"un-;
enough publicity informing 
them, they remain 
tapped potential”.
With Volunteer Recognitionf:] 
Week we acknowledge and 
thank those who have become
JimelisCeiisuslIay
andeveiyoiie cMiiits.
Tlie Census of Canada will 
be taken onTliesday, .June 1, 
and Canada is counting on you 
to count yourself in.The 
questions are easy to answer, 
and it doesn't take long lo fill 
in the questionnaire.
Why we take the Census.
lire facts only you can pro­
vide on Census Dny are 
needed lo update a statistical 
picture of your community 
oncl your countiy. Census 
infomiation will bo used in the 
coming years for the plan­
ning of social services for all 
Canadian communities.
Hmv we take the Census.
Within tho next few days, a 
coasus represent alive will 
deliver a Coasus QuesUonnniro 
to your homo. You can cliooso 
lo have youis in eitiior English 
or French.
All you tiavo to do Is use a 
pencil to answer all the ques­
tions. If a pro-paid envelope 
was included in your coasus 
package, mail back the com­
pleted quosllonnairo. If you 
don't gel an envtdope, simply 
kcHip ihe completed (]ue.stion- 
naire, and a census repre­
sentative will pick it up after 
Census Day
Ourlipsareseiilcd.
Only .Statistics Canada per­
sonnel wlio are sworn lo 
secrecy see your completed 
questionnaire, and they are 
Hubj(?cllns(!verek'gal penalties 
if they (ll,scio.s(! your aaswois 
to iinyone else*.
Htc Census of Agriailtutc. It*s extra special.
If you're a farmer, you'l l' 
a.sked lo complete both a gen­
eral and a Census of Agricul­
ture (|uesUonnaire.
Please fill in both question­
naires, but don't mall them 
back.'I'hey will bo picked up 
by your census ri'iiresentative 
short ly alter Census I )ay.
It wouldn’t be right willioutyoii.
Please rememherthatevery- 
one living in your household
must be counted, and dial all 
questions in your Census Ques­
tionnaire miislbo amswered.
We all have a slake In Canada's 
future, so please help us make 




Caiiada^ coumfiig OilwMi 
to count yMixsdf in.
Monday May 24—Open 
only, 1 p.m. -4 p.m.
Tuesday May 25—9 a.m. - 
centre open. 10 a.m. - oil 
painting, seneraders. noon - 
lunch. 1 p.m. - oils & water­
colours. 1:15 p.m. -' whist. 7 
p.m. - shuffleboard - table 
tennis.
Wednesday May 26—9 a.m.
- centre open. 10 a.m. - rug 
hooking - novelities 10 a.m. -
SCOTIA DANCE
THE ROYAL SCOTTISH 
COUNTRY DANCE 
SOCIETY (Victoria Branch) 
will be holding an anniversary 
dance on Wednesday, 26th 
May, at 8 p.m. at the 
auditorium of Sir James 
Douglas School. Victoria’s 
own Scottish country dance 
band, the Ceilidhans, will 
provide the music for the reels 
and jigs of Scotland. Visitors 
welcome. For further in­
formation, please contact J. 
Huebner, 384-2652 or Gerry 
Dunn 598-6547.
mah-jongg. noon - hot dinner.
1 p.m. - discussion group 2 
p.m. - concert with Sidney 
Serendaders.
Thursday May 27—8:15 ^ 
Stanley Park trip 9 a.m. -
centre open. 10 a.m. -
weaving noon-lunch 1 p.m. - 
dressmaking - bridge. 7 p.m. - 
crib.
Friday May 28—9 a.m - 
centre open 9:30 a.m. -
.podiatrist 10 a.m. - keep fit
needlepoint, macrame, 
■ quilting noon-lunch 1 p.m. - 
knitting. 1:30 - stretch & sew. 2
p.m. - jacko. 7 p.m. - evening 
cards.
Saturday May 2981 p.m. to 
4 p.m.-open for drop-ins.
Sunday May 30—1 p.m. to 4 
p.m. - open for drop-ins.
Daily—cards - horseshoes - 
shuffleboard - library. 
Morning coffee & afternoon 
tea served every day Monday 
to Friday. Senior Citizens of 
the district & visitors welcome.
Tickets on sale for trip to; 
Crow & Gate - June 1 also 
Reifel Bird Sancturary - June 
24.
We Buy And Sell Everything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVE. SS<>.362I
SIDNEY INSURANCE CENTBE
Prompt Personal Reliable Service
BEACON PLAZA MALL - SIDNEY paoho 656-2331
A Div. of Gillespie Hart & Co. [/P55] Ltd. 
and Northwestern Ins. Agencies Ltd. EST. 1909
between 600 and 700 yards of earth in a IVi hour day. Don 
Nieman, Alberni manager, is pleased with the machine’s per­
formance and says the operator likes the handling and 
maneuverability.
aware of serving the com­
munity on. a hon-paid basis. 
Their - - efforts; have truly 
enhanced our community and 
in some cases provided 
essential services.
StnliHticB Catinda Slatiatiquo Canada
Sidney Little League Baseball held an honorary banquet on April 27, for 
their loyal sponsors. It was with regret the Sidney Review did not print the 
sponsors names in May 5th and May 12th editions. We again wish to express 
our regrets and thank the following sponsors of Little League for their 
continued support.
Flint Motors, since 1968, Eagles 
Roy’s Chevron Service, since 1967, Cubs 
Sidney Lions Club, since 1967, Lions 
Royal Canadian Legion, since 1954, Aces 
A.N.& A.F. Veterans, since 1954, Braves 
Sidney Kinsmen Club, since 1962, Spitfires 
Knights of Pythias, since 1973, Royals 
Sidney Hotel, since 1968, Expos 
Satellite Fish, since 1969, Shrimps 
Northwest Propane Co., since 1973, Mets 





1835 JOHN ROAD, NORTH SAANICH
WEEKEND SPECIAL MAY 21, 22, 23 and 24th
FRESH FROZEN
Grade 'A' Boiler Turkey, Grade *A' Fryers 79* Ib.
6-9 Ib. 99‘ Ib. Boiling Fowl 43* Ib.
Utility Grade Roasters 95* Ib. Young Duck *1” Ib.
Grade 'A' Fiyers 89* Ib. Chicken Liver - Giblets 79* Ib.
Farm Fresh Medium Eggs 85* dz.
FRESH PRODUCE
Long English Cukes 39* ea. Corn 6 for 89*
Grapes 69* Ib. Cantaloupe 3 for *r
Cauliflower 35* hd. Sparton &
Delicious Apples 4 lbs. for 99*
FRESH FISH
Fresh Shrimp Meat '2« Ib. Smoked Black Cod Ib.
Whole Spring Salmon ’P Ib. Smoked Local Cod *1'® Ib.
Crab Ib. Smoked Salmon Ib.
Oysters Va pint ea. Frozen Crab 89* Ib.
Pacific Cod
—
89* Ib. Frozen Oysters Quart ®3®® ea.
More Instore Specials No limit on purchases while quantities last
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
PHONE 656-6116
Turn left on Pat Bay Highway,
Vh miles north of Beacon Ave. traffic lights.









































































2436 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY SEE BISH, THE PROBLEM SOLVER 656-5733













DON’T FORGET OUR FULLY 
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WITH PRICES SOARING 
THIS IS OUR WAY OF
SAVING YOU MONEY!
2260 BEACON AVE
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By Jack Scott
Nothing is as stimulating as 
the study of human behaviour 
and perhaps no locale offers 
such rewards for the study as 
a hub of transportation.
Give me a seat in a bus 
depot or a railway station or 
an airline terminal and that’s 
my lollipop. I tell you, it’s 
better even that bird­
watching.
There was a young wife who 
cried yesterday at the airport. 
Oh, say, it was a satifying 
sight. I was sitting in a corner 
of the sandwich shop, stret­
ching a pot of coffee between 
planes and observing like 
mad, and I watched this 
particular farewell.
The metallic, dispassionate 
voice over the public-address 
system announced the im­
mediate departure for Toronto 
and Montreal. The young 
couple embraced, clutching 
pathetically at each other, and 
the little lady cried! “The 
Little Lady Cried” — gosh, it 
was all I could do not to write 
the love song on the spot!
It was entrancing. There 
should be more farewells like 
this. All around them other 
couples were parting awk­
wardly, shackled in reserve. 
Lord! We Canadians are a 
grey, conservative, un­
sentimental bunch! But this 
one tremulous tw'osome made 
a shining sight.
The man turned and walked 
down the ramp and out into 
the March rain to the big, 
silver-winged cigar. He
This Is Even Belter Than Bird Watching
walked with pride. Nothing 
sets a man up quite so much as 
a woman’s tears. The young 
wife stood there, very 
straight, very nice legs, 
dabbing at her eyes until the 
great plane snarled into the 
air. It was a splendid sight.
Most of us are ill-equipped 
for these emotional ex­
periences. You see it 
demonstrated at any airport 
by the curious pattern of the 
greeting or reunion.
The passengers who expect 
to be met at the airport step 
out of the aircraft door with a 
look of expectation. Then, 
sighting the friend or relative, 
their faces break into an 
electric, radiant expression of 
gratitude. If you pan your 
vision quickly across to the 
crowd of waiting people you 
will see the expression met 
and acknowleged.
I say quickly because it is a 
fleeting, transient contact. 
Both parties instantly lower 
their eyes. The man or woman 
who has arrived concentrates 
gravely on getting down the 
steps. The greeting party may 
busy himself with the lighting 
of a cigarette. As the gap 
between them closes they 
contrive to avoid each other’s 
gaze until the last possible 
moment.
Why is this? Well, I think 
possibly it may be that people 
feel that it is an invasion of 
privacy to gaze too openly at 
another person’s bared 
emotions — the reason, 
perhaps, that people at
eyesfunerals elevate their 
from the mourners.
It is purely Anglo-Saxon, of 
course. At LeBrourget or at 
the airport in Rome you will
see the Gallic or Latin con­
trast. The tears flow like 
rivers. Men and women hurl 
themselves with glad cries 
upon each other. A departure
REWARD
SIOO.OO reward, no questions asked, for diamond and 
emerald ring taken from private residence in Sidney.<>> >'.,, ---------------------------------------------------------------------- J656 2422 or 656 6563
BOAT RENTALS
Smitty's Marina,
2530 Beacon Ave., Sidney,
Now Serving the Pubiic 
with Boat Rentals
Fishing Tackle, Bait, Charts Available 
PHONE 656-1422 V 17-tf
District of North Saanich
Let’s Have a Spring Cleanup Spree 
between May 25th to June 18th, 1976
The District has initiated a spring cleanup 
programme to assist the residents to dispose 
of accumulated garbage other than normal 
day to day domestic waste. Watch for our 
circular information letter which will be 
delivered by mail for this project. Your co­
operation will make this endeavour a great 
success.
INCREASE IN MUSHROOM 
POISONING
Due to wet weather, the unusually common oc­
currence of the most poisonous species of 
mushrooms — panther amanita (Amanita pan- 
therina) — is causing a large number of poisoning 
cases in our Province,” said Dr. Adam Szczawinski, 
Curator of Botany at the Provincial Museum in 
Victoria. The recent increase in cases of poisoning 
is due also to the fact that drug-oriented people are 
experimenting with this mushroom, not realizing 
the price to be paid in the form of severe illness, or 
death.
There are no easy ways to identify poisonous 
mushrooms, but for panther amanita there are 
several clues which, when present, singly or , in 
combination, make identification more certain. “If 
a mushroom displays white warts on a brown or tan 
cap, white gills, a ring or veil on the stem below the 
cap, and a distinct cup at the base of the stem, it 
should be avoided. As mature mushrooms, these 
features are easily seen, but on immature 
specimens they are often hidden,” said Dr. Szc­
zawinski. In the “button” stage, for example, 
amanitas are enclosed in a white membrane known 
as a veil which eventually bursts as the mushroom 
matures. Before this happens the young stage of 
any amanita can resemble a popular edible species 
of the meadow mushroom. A number of people have 
mistaken immature panther agaric for the highly 
prized meadow mushroom.
Suspected mushroom poisoning is usually treated 
by purging the digestive tract. Vomiting, if not 
already taking place, should be induced but sub­
sequent treatment should be left to a physician and 
will very often depend on the kind of mushroom 
eaten.
“We don’t want to discourage people from eating 
edible mushrooms,” said Dr. Szczawinski, “but 
they should exercise caution and be especially 




STORY HOUR begins al the
BRENTWOOD LIBRARY 
SAT., MAY 29 at 10 a.m.
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is an excuse for flaring 
passion. It is all much more 
satisfactory for both par­
ticipant and observer.
Watching, alone, is an in­
teresting way to pass an hour. 
It is even better to play the 
role of eavesdropper. And 
here, the remarkable thing is 
the inconsequentials that bind 
people together.
Here, for example, is a man, 
who, I gather, has just 
returned from a two-months’ 
business tour in Europe. We 
have watched him disembark. 
We have seen him kiss his 
good, stout wife and his two 
little boys and now they are all 
sitting waiting for his 
baggage. Right?
Now. What deathless words 
of love and devotion pass 
here? Well, the wife had just 
told him, “We had to get the 
new furnace part after all.” 
One of the little boys has said, 
twice, “I’ve been in bed every 
night at 8:30.”
If you guessed that the man 
might yearn for more 
memorable words you would 
naturally be altogether wrong. 
This is precisely what he 
wants. This is home. He looks 
happy. The news of the fur­
nace has plunged him right 
back into domesticity where 
he belongs.








Thu. 20 0540 6.7 0905 7.3 1540 3.9 2325 10.5
Fri. 21 0635 5.5 1100 6.9 1625 5.0
Sat. 22 0005 10.3 0730 5.1 1300 7.1 1720 6.0
Sun. 23 0035 10.0 0800 4.5 1435 7.7 1835 6.9
Mon. 24 0050 9.9 0820 3.9 1540 8.4 1940 7.6
Tuc. 25 0115 9.8 0855 3.3 1630 9.0 2040 8.1
Wed. 26 0145 9.7 0915 2.8 1710 9.6 2120 ^.4
Times shown are Standard time.
From left to right: Mgr. Dali Fraser, Marion, Linda, Barbara, Diane, Janet, Glenn, Jeanne and Jeanie, 
have the welcome mat out fbr you to help you with any of your 
I banking needs. We’re al 2421 Beacon Ave., here in Sidney and we’re open 
1 weekdays 10 • 3 and Tho bank whoro pooplo moko tho diffoionco.
Fridays 10-6. *'®**°'
NEAR BUTCHART GARDENS 
$65,900 - 4 BEDROOMS
Compare! This beauty is just 2 years old and has 4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, recreation room or den and 
large sundeck. Immediate occupancy if desired and we 
will arrange all your financing. Yes, we will consider 
your offer on the asking price, too! MUST BE SOLD! 
Call us for full particulars.
CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS 10 LB. BOX $1990
MIXED
PORK CHOPS .0 LB. BOX $Jg90
END CUT
PORK CHOPS 10 LB. BOX $1750




CHUCK STEAKS IB 89''^
BEEF
CROSS RIB ROASTS $129LB.
CORNED BEEF $129LB. X
FRESH FROZEN LEGS
N. Z. LAMB $1 29LB. li
KOHLER’S
BULK WIENERS LB. /
DOUBLE SMOKED
SIDE BACON $129LB. I
FRESH LEAN
GROUND BEEF QQ^LB.
10 lbs. or more 7Q<=LB. / 3
FRESH EXTRA LEAN
GROUND ROUND $129LB. JL
10 lbs. or more $109LB. X
BOSTON STYLE BONE-IN
PORK BUn ROAST $ 1 39LB. X
BONELESS
PORK BUTT ROAST $179LB. Ji
r;^pPACE
Propsrtios Ltd.






Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline
FOR SERVICE & QUALITY
Local Butchers
Open Daily 8:00 a.ml'to 5:30 p.m. i
SPECIALIZING IN FRESH CU-T MEATS 
AND HOME FREEZING SUPPLIES
fancy patterns to chose from 
many assorted designs.
Chez Cloth Reg. Price to yd.
^ A ■ Wl*
SALE
CHEZ CLOTH IS NO ORDINARY FABRIC STORE!










0779 Koiirlh Si. 
Sidney, B.C.
1087 Marchant, Brentwood. 4 
bedroom, 80 by 190 lot.: 
Rumpus room, large .sundeck.i 
Open lo offers in the high 60’s.^
TO BUY OB SELL 
OB FOB BEAL ESTATE 
ASSISTAN'CE 
CALI. BOB HAGUE 
:585-77(ll 21 Mrs.
D.F. Hanley Agencies Ltd. 
;52!):! Douglas St.
2055 Piercy, Sidney. ' 3 
bedrooms up, 1 down, nice lot, 
well kept house. Reduced. 
Offers in high 50’s.
2277-2279 Amherst. Do you 
want to be an owner-occupier 
of a winner? Well kept 2 





This is a beautiful, cozy, 
cottage situated on approx. 'A 
acre of park-like grounds on 
Magic Lake. If you like the 
Gulf Islands and would like a 
nice retreat, peace, fresh air 
and sunshine, let me show you 
how to enjoy the tranquility of 
nature at her best in this 
picturesque setting. 700 sq. ft. 
of living area, tool shed, boat 







This 3 bedroom home is 
situated in an area of custom 
designed homes. Basement is 
developed with a large 
bedroom and family sized rec. 
room complete, with, custom 
buili fcaf. Bathroom plumbing 
is roughed in. Large yard is 
secluded by trees on two sides 
ensuring quietness and 
privacy. Small childrens park 










Lovely modernized, 1100 sq. 
ft., 2 bedroom home on Ocean 
Ave,, close to beach, busline 
and shopping.
DEEP COVE RANCHER
A sunny acre with ricli black 
soil and a cute, 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, no step raneher, 
finished in wood skiing, used 
brick and cedar shakes. Live 













The view is magnificent from 
this .7 acre lot on Saturna 
Island. This well treed lot has a 
southerly e.xposure 











1000 GovernmentSt. Victoria- 
384-8124
SIDNEY 
Waterfront lot on Surfside
Place (off Beaufort Rd.) in
area of fine homes. All services 
underground. Good easily' 





We invite you to .sec the 
panoramic view from this well 
designed and quality built 3 
bedroom home with its large 
Dining, Room, Kitchen, 
family room and master 
jbedroom, all offering this 




Across from Deep Cove 
Marina with lovely views, this 
treed 1(X) x 120 ft, lot. Water 
connection availalde, ap­




The world al your feet, 7'/: 
acres, lop of a hill. 360 degree 
view, blacklo]) road, waier- 
nuiins, suhdivitle once. Only 
$65,9(X),
LANDSENDROAD
Waterfront acre in Moses 
Point area with .surperb view 
from charming post and beam 
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, fireplaces in living 
and den. Landscaped for easy 
















High Cordovti Bay properly of 
lovely sea views wilh Mt. 
Baker and ihe Islands in ihe 
hackground, A solid brick 
1,8(X) St], fl, “iio slep” 
characier home. 3 hedrooms 
and utilily on 
Giiuid 30 fl. 
fealuring 6 piclure windows, 2 
fireplaces. Minimum care lot 
in treed rural selling, hut close 
lo ameniiies, Paiio and deck. 
Asking $94,5()(), YOUR 
.TRADliCONSIDliRnD.





1.98 acre hohhy farm with 
potciiliiil foi subdivision, 
Ranch style house of over 16(X) 
5q. fl., 3 hetlrooms, ilen, 
games room. Comforlable 
living room wilh oiten 
fireplaee. Dining room, 
C a r p e I ed i h r o u g, h (rut, 
Allacheil giiriige plus stable, 













A new cul Dc Sac on Gabriola 
Place will be ready June 1st. 
All quality Wincott Homes. 
One sold already so hurry and 
make arrangements for your 
new home. Plan available now.
SIDNEY NO-STEP 
Perfect 2 bedroom home for 
the retired’s or young people 
starting out. Post and Beam 
style gives the living areas an 
elegant spacious atmosphere.
FAMILY HOME
This 3 bedroom home has 
many extras for the young 
family. Goodsized living room 
with fireplace. Dining room 
has sliding glass doors to 
sundeck, kitchen with eating 
area. Large separate Den also 
has fireplace. Rec. Room has 
4x8 slate pool table remaining. 





Two year old quality home in 
immaculate condition.
Comprising 4 bdrms., 3 
bathrooms, custom build rock 
fireplace, full basement, PLUS 
filtered swimming pool (37 x 
13) surrounded with cedar 
fence and easy care garden. 






Charming older home in the 
Experimental Farm area. 
Located on .4 acre with views 
to the East. The house has 
been well maintained and 
affords the following ac­
commodation: living room, 2 
bedrooms plus small third, 4 
pc. bathroom, kitchen with 
eating area. Outside is a 
carport, storage shed and small 
cottage. Property is a dead end 
road for maximum privacy. 
M.L.S. $61,000.
4 BEDROOMS
We have just listed this at­
tractive family home. 3 
bedrooms on the main floor 
plus 1 in the attic. The location 
is excellent if you have 
elementary age school children 
since it is less than a block 
away. Only 3 blocks to Beacon 




Spacious 2 bedroom in a 
delightful rural setting. 
Located near Sandown Park 
with approximately 44 of the 
property cleared and fenced.
, Only 2 years old, the house has 
an in-line living room, dining 
area and kitchen with a feature 
stove fireplace. Also on the 
property is a 6’ irrigation pond 
and 4 out buildings. New 
MLS, $115,000.




2 large bedroom house with 
fireplace, concrete driveway, 
electric ba.scboard, 1100 sq. ft. 
no basement, IVz blocks off 
Beacon. $53,000. Financing 
Available. Phone 656-3147.
WILL EXCHANGE OLDER TWO BEDROOM 
HOME on picturesque sub-dividable acre. 
Mount Douglas oreo, for home on 1-5 
acres Central or North Saanich. 477-6682 
after6p.m. 20-1
SPLIT LEVEL HOME 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday 1 • 5 p.m.
By owner, well kept two year old home 
featuring three bedrooms. 1'/i baths, 
fireplace, large kitchen, L-shaped living­
dining area with glass sliding door to 
sundeck, attractively furnished Rec. 
Room, full basement, strawberries and 
large garden area. Priced to sell at 






Owner Wilf Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders.
PHONE 656-4754
RESIDENTIAL Construction, additions and 
renovations. Norm Friesen. 595-1871. 9-tf
FIREPLACE WOOD, cedarposts, custom 
tree falling. $45.00 per cord; $30.00 per 
half cord. Delivered. Phone 656-4213. 7-tf
SANITARY GARBAGE Service. Sidney 
Clean-up. Ray Bowcott. 656-1920. 36-tf
NORTH SAANICH 
MINI FARM
1 '/2 acres of high view cleared 
property with views of 
mountains and Saltspring. 
House has 1500 sq. ft. on man 
level, 200 sq. ft. iti full high 
basement. Five bedrooms, 
three bathrooms, double car 
garage. Please call for ap­
pointments, f95,000.






2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
MODERN OFFICE accommodation with ' 
elevator available in Sidney Professional 






OFFICE, WAREHOUSE and store space for 






250 SQ. FT. OF INDUSTRIAL space 
suitable for office or commercial use. 500 
sq. ft. storage space. Reasonable rates. 
656-5793 . 8-tf
FROM JULY 1ST, 2 bedroom house close 




6459 PATRICIA BAY 
HWY 652-2511
VISITING SCIENTIST requires house 
cottage for six months or less. 656-5431. 
20-1
Work Wanted
MOUNT VIEW TREE SERVICE. Everything 
in trees. Topping, failing, cleoning-up. 
Phone 479-3873 or 479-4410. 15-8
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch Rotovotor. 
U. Prompt courteous service. 656-1748. 15.tf 
^ AFC CONTRACTORS





Family gone and you want a 
smaller house, this is for you., 
It’s spotless and convenient — 
nearly 950 sq. ft. 2 bedrooms 
plus den, low taxes, good 
garden area. Make offers on
1200 sq. ft. on large rural lot || asking price of $46,900.
just out of Sidney, 3 bdrms, 
1 '/i baths, rock fireplace 
Water glimp.'ics from deck. On 
a no thru street. $67,500.
TERRY SMOLLETT LES 
B O H E R
656-5882 598-1665
GLADYS MILLER 
595-2961 Bus. Res. 598-7936
BRENTWOOD
Water view from this large 3 
hedroom home, Beautiful 
backyard wiili large sundeck. 
Developed basement liuf 










:U77 SAANICH III). 
•(7!>-:i(ii;i ;t8r.-:ir)8.'i
95(12GKEENGLADE
5 bedroom,.! balliroom liomc 
on al tractive corner lot near 
Sidney. Fallng area in family 
sized kitchen, good sized living 
room wilh catliedral ceiling. 
Kumpiis room finished and 
den almost eomplelcd, Sliake 
roof. Over 1700 .sq. ft. of 
family livingspaee. MI.S.
OniUQ2̂1
CASH FOR PIANOS or player pianos, any 
condition. 477-6439. 26-tf
WANTED. CHEAP STRAW or hoy for 
garden use. Phone 656-2276. 20-1
HOUSE WANTED — 1 need a house. 4 
bedroom, Sidney. Prefer quiet location. 
I'm prepared to pay $50,000, maybe more 
BUT not for a place built a couple ot years 
ago for $20,000. Alternatively will rent to 
$400.00 per month. Please no over priced 
sawdust boxes. Professional engineer. 
Telephone 656-5907 or 656-3322 . 20-2
656-1016 or 383-6832. 24.tf
DUTCH GARDENERS again available for 
Sidney, Brentwood areas. Good work­
manship ot reasonable prices. No job too 
big or too small, phone now for early 
appointments. Landscaping, rock work, 
specializing in all phases of gardening 
and related subjects.
Hoo. Loddors, Rory Munro 
656-3297 5-tf
BOY 14. would like grass cutting or odd 
jobs. Phone 656-2382 . 20-1
ROTOVATING and FRONT END loader 
work. Professionally done at reosonable 
price. 652-2881 or 652-5753. 20-3
LADY STARTING WORK at Eaton’s would 
like to share transportation. Will pay 
well. Vicinity Prairie Inn. 652-3243. 20-1
tvANTED, GOOD SIZED WARDROBE and
small good chair. 656-4847. 20-1
WANTED, CONSCIENTIOUS YOUNG MAN 
to mow twice weekly. $2.50 per hour. 
8569 Aldons Terrace. 20-1
DAILY CARE AVAILABLE for two children. 
Three years and up. 656-5066. 20-1
Help Wanted
RIAL iSTATE
ISLAND 1‘ACIl 1C REALTY 
320(1 Qiiiulni, Vicluriii. 
388-6231
NO s I i:i»
3 lieilroom no slep liome 
nearing cmnplelion. Bow 
wintlow, Slone fircplnce, close, 
lo Llowntowii.
CUUTEIS POINT
2 liomes prcsenlly being 
consirnciL'cl In one of ihe most 
clcsiroahle mens of North 
Saanieli on acre piLYperticf 
Close lo llic ocean willi limilcil 
sen view bill most pleasaiH 
c|niot siirroiiiulings. 3rii lton\c 
lo lie siarial soon anil will 
luive gooil sea views. 2 lots 
remaining have piagnifieenl 
si'ii view.
I'or fnrihei' informuiion 








Ideal relirement liome close lo 
sliopping. Living room, 2 
bedrooms, kilclien, 4 pe. balli. 
Qiiick possession. Call
388-6231 Heidc While 652-1828
Sparlings
Established 1925




SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH]
GROUNDS 1 [Groiuulsperson 
- (wo positions:
Applications arc invited 
from suitably qualified persons 
for the position of Grounds 1 
(Groimdsperson), witli good 
pliysieal health, sufficient 
strengtli, stamina and co- 
ortlinalion lo perform a variety 
of some skilled manual and 
maeliine tasks relating to 
scltool grounds development 
and maintenance. Tlie ability 
to supervise casual grounds 
personnel is also a 
requirement.^ This is a full-time 
position, 8 lioiirs per day, 
salary range $5,78 to $6,20 per 
hour, phis COl.A allowance, 
Application forms may be 
obtained by culling 656-1111, 
Applications will clo.se on 




School Dislricl No. 63 
(Saanich) 
P.O, Box 2010 
Sidney, B.C.
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF 
CENTRAL SAANICH, 1954 Chev, Station 
wagon, on an as is, whoro is basis,' by 
soolod londor. This vehicle may bo 
viewed at our 1703 Keating Cross Rd. 
works yard. Tenderers must use tho 
forms supplied on site. Tho highest on 
any tender will not necessarily bo ac* 
copied. Closing date is 4:30 p.m,. May 21, 
1976. 20-1
1976 G.M.C. VANDURA V8 Van, rod and 
white Olympic trim, 2000 miles, 2 months 
old, includes many options. 9880 Filth St. 
656.6879, Offers on $6050.00. 20.1
1975, K5 CHEYENNE BLAZER, 4 wheel 
drive, P.B., P.S., only 20,000 miles. Only 
$5850.00 (or quick solo. 652.2762. 20-1




CONVERTIBLE DODGE DART 1968. Good 
condition. Phono 656-1402. 20-1
1968 CHEV, MALIDU, reasonable. Phono 
656-34 62 . 20-1
21 FT. DRANDLMYERE cabin cruiser. 
Hood, vinyl lop, complololy recon­
ditioned. 100 H.P. Evinrudo, Everything 
sliip sliopo and roody to go. $3,000,00 
lirrn. 656-5910 ovonlngs. 20-1
CLEANING LADY required 5 Itours 
weekly, $3,00 pot hour, Must Itcivo own 
Ironsporlntlon. 65ifi-1502, 20-1
WANTED, SCHOOL STUDENT Ittr ovnninn 
oinploymerti, Jnnllnrlnl horvlcos, 652- 
1797 or 3113-615,3. 201
GRADE 11.12 STUDENT requited lor baby 
Blllinn Iwo year olil girl, My Itomu. July, 
656-5025 tiller 4 p.m, 20-i
PART TIME ntIP, one nr two cloys week, 
Indies clolhlnii ond coshler experience 
helplul, MAClIODS.fddney. 19 2
GARDEN SERVICE, I'reninii, jlrenn Von 
Schetkmnitn, phonii 656-19W,
1 URNACES"l''DUCTlvbik~»Ti^^^^^^
with liigh pov/nrnd trer k mr>enlu,l 
vneeum enll, Call I'eniniuin Chimney 
Sorvire, 6Wi-,|295, niso lor convenlloncil 
htesh 8 vnceem ilenninq of rhlmneyi., 
letnni es, stoves, eh. ilj-tl
RUnniSH AND OARBAOE hneleth I’hono 
656-17114. 15-tl
Peisonals:
EAR PIERCING, For oppolnlmonl phono 
65<i-5403. 16-11
YOUR FULLER BRUSH roprnsonlollvo Is 
Normnn Hull, 656-4938, 49-11
B.C, GREENHOUSE BUILDERS, See our 
display nt Elk Loko Gordon Coitiro. For 
Inlermolion ond hrorhurns phono 305- 
8445 nnylimti, 18-4
CHICKS ■ Rhode Islend Red Cross, Willie 
Racks, Whilo Le()l\orns, Eslnhllshed 27 
yenrn, Lnnglny, Napier llnlcheiy, 22470- 
64lh Ave,, R,R. 7, lonnley. 534-6260. 6-ll
SANAM SHARPENING LTD,
174B Mt, Newton X Rd,
652-3295




I lend sows 
Router hits
Pinner, iolnler H silnge knives 
Scissors ft pinkinn shonrs 
Greden luols
RHUBARB, t (17 II, 1407 Mr I uTiTilhl 
65fi-442il. 19-2
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE -''y«9
llencnn Ave,, Sidney, II,C. 41-11
SIDNEY NFARI Y NFW, 01,1 leid Anll(|ues 
'fflll Set,mil SI. Plume 6Wi,:i511, I9 || 
YEARLING FEMALE SAMOYED werlTi 
$25,00, winds Invlng liimlly. ,5911-3629. 20- 
1 __ _____ 
"^swrnisH’'.......... .PAIR OF s  ust-tabs, S45.nn:
luilon(|o, Pullmiin ond vnnily, $12,00; 
Mnn's lllghl hn(|, $6,00; IndIns lllflld I’Ofl, 
$6,00, illdii SCI eon, 40 in. x 40 In., $6,00,
656-2119,___ ____ vqj
B ABY'S CRIB M AnRESsTirkirm^^ ,’$ 1XOO. 
Phono652-17ll/,, 20.1
LOWRY ELECTRIC ORGAN. As new. 656- 
2531. 20-1
TWO CHESTERFIELDS with matching 
chairs, $75.00 and $150.00. Evenings 656- 
4489. 20-1
MAN'S APPOLLO, S-speed bike with 
child’s seat. Like new. 656-4111 days, 656- 
5328 nights, 20-1
TWO, WELL ESTABLISHED, bee hives. 
Recently inspected. 656-3519. 20-1
SEALEY TWIN BOX SPRINGS and mat­
tresses. Like new. Vanity and dresser. 
656-5070 evenings. 20-i
WASHER, $75.00: wolnut table, 4 chairs, 
$175.00; Baby Tendo, $25.00; arm choir, 
$45.00; Terrarium, $5.00. 656-6054. 20-1
MINK COLLAR. New condition. 656-4847. 
20- I
1969 PRECISION BASS and cose with 
practice amp. Seen little use. $600.00. 
Coll 477.0702. 20-1
ORDERS TAKEN for strawberries and 
raspberries. Pick your own or we pick. No 
children. 652-1534. 20-4
WELL SEASONED WOOD SHELVING.
Come and look. Sidney shoes, 2457 
Beacon Ave. 20-i
RHUBARB for your freezer. 10 lbs for 
$2.00, Phone 656-1679. 20-1
10 H.P. JOHNSON MOTOR, 18 ft. Batten 
double transom boot. Asking $550.00. 
Phone 656-1450. 20-1
Coming Events
BINGO K OF P HALL. 8 p.m.. 
Thurs(day. Everybody welcome. 1-H
KINSMEN BINGO cancelled until Fall. 20-1
SIDNEY HANDICRAFT GUILD Annua! Tea 
and Craft Display. Saturday. May 29, 2-4 
p.m., Margaret Vaughan-Birch Hall. 
Admission $.50. 19-2
Lost
LOST. SATURDAY EVENING, blue female 
budgie. Resthaven Ave. Child's pet. 
Reward. Phone 656-4603. 20-1
LAND ACT 
Notice of Intention 
to Apply 
to Lease Land
In the Land Recording 
District of Victoria, B.C. and 
situate to the North and East 
of Lot 1, North Saanich 
District.
Take notice that Island View 
Marina Ltd., of Sidney, B.C., 
occupation, Marina, intends to 
apply for a lease of the 
following described lands.
Commencing at a point on 
the east boundary of Lot 1, 
North Saanich District, distant 
400+ feet on a bearing of 
N19°00’00”E from a post 
planted at the south corner of 
the said Lot 1, thence556±feet 
on a bearing of North along 
the east boundary of the said 
Lot 1, to the north east corner 
of the said Lot 1, thence 398± 
feet on a bearing of 
N89°39’05’’W along the north 
boundary of the said Lot 1, 
thence 195i feet on a bearing 
of North to a point, thence 
14IJ feet on a bearing of 
N38°28’35’’E to a point, 
thence 660Lt feet on a bearing 
of S89°39’05’’E to a point, 
thence 860 i feet on a bearing 
of West to the point of 
commencement and containing 
9,6 acres, more or lc.ss.
Dated 14th May, 1976
E.A. Rolhery, B.C.L.S. 








BEACON AT 1ST STHEET
NOTICE Ol APPLICATION 
FORCHANGEOF NAME
NO'riCE is hereby given 
lhal an application will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to ilic 
provisions of the "Cliange of 
Name Act,” by me:—• 
Christine Barbara Kennedy, of 
96.15 W. Saanieli Rd., R.R, 2, 
in Sidney, in the Province of 
Britisli Columbia, as 
lollows:— To cliange my name 
from Clirisiine Barbara 
Kennedy lo Lorea Tomsin.





We reserve the right 
to limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a.m. to6:00 p.m. 





North Saanieli council 
refused to consider an 
“nniippliealion" from the 
owner of ilie Ba/an Bay Mold 
to eonncei with the Dean Park 
Sewer.
C'mineil niL'iiihers alk'iH'd 
Hull Ihe aiiplicanl’s sole in- 
leresi was in the eveninal 
const nieiion of a eon- 
domininni on ihc less ihaii 
half-aere properly,
They would not consider ihe 
graining of the eonneelion nor 
liny rezoning, niul decided lo 
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RnB>L'A»Rev. Charles Barker
Sod Turning Ceremony 
Held By Local Church
The Rev. and Mrs. Charles 
Barker officiated at the sod­
turning ceremony at the site of 
the Sidney Pentecostal Church 
on Sunday, May 9,
There was a good attendance 
at the afternoon ceremony, 
with visitors and members of 
the congregation gathering at 
the spacious grounds between 
the Pat Bay Highway and 
McDonald Park Road.
The congregation was 
known as the Assembly of God 
for many years but the church
on East Saanich Road was sold 
and will become an art gallery.
At present, services are 
being held at the Knights of 
Pythias Hall at 9760 Fourth 
Street.
Building of the new church 
will begin in June and Rev. 
Barker is hoping that sometime 
in the future a Senior Citizens 
Centre could be also built on 
the property.
The Sidney Pentecostal 
Church belongs to the 
denomination of The Pen­
tecostal Assemblies of Canada.
I thought there was a man under my bed, 
banging his head against the springs!”
An earthquake at 1:35 a.m. 
Sunday, which measured 5.3 
on the Richter scale and was 
the strongest since 1920, didn’t 
bother 13-year old Jackie 
Morris of 11025 Littlewood.
Jackie spent the night 
sleeping on the patio with a 
friend and, when asked how 
she had slept, told her mother;
“1 must have been cold 
Mum . . . because 1 woke up in 
the middle of the night shaking 
and shivering.”
Jackie’s great-grandmother 
had an even more mysterious 
experience early Sunday 
morning.
Mrs. Anne Mensing, 88, of 
2441 Orchard, is a “nervous
Fiddler On The Roof
“Grassroots”, Parkland 
Secondary School’s Theatre 
Company, put on a fine 
performance last week with a 
full house attendance each 
night.
The young actors and ac­
tresses danced and sang their 
way through an adaptation of 
“Fiddler On The Roof” to 
appreciative audiences and 
thunderous applause.
The spotlight was on 
talented Morris Holmes who 
played a very convincing 
Tevye, the main character of 
“Fiddler”, with sensitivity 
usually found in the most 
seasoned of actors.
Tamsin Chandler, as Golda, 
Tevye’s wife, and Jeanette 
Gulley, as Tzeitel, the eldest 
daughter, determined to defy 
tradition and marry for love, 
both lent their melodious
voices to the musical success of 
the program.
Dancer Nora Canfield, 
Heather Day, Karen Morris 
and Maja Olson were also 
impressive in the too brief 
dance episodes, professionally 
choreographed by Gini Lefever 
Foley, Parkland’s Dance and 
Theatre Movement instructor.
Director Doug Bambrough 
is no doubt proud of the young 
people who have performed so 
well with his help and support. 
Also to be congradulated on 
the success of the performance 
are Frances Pollet, musical 
director, and Glen Fast, 
musical conductor.
If the calibre of 
“Grassroots” rendition of 
“Fiddler On The Roof” is any 
indication, we can look for­
ward to more such en­
tertainment from Parkland 
School.
type,” according to her 
daughter Margaret Pearson.
“She always looks under the 
bed at night to see if there is 
anyone there,” said her 
daughter.
During the night of the 
earthquake Mrs. Mensing 
suddenly sat bolt upright in 
bed and thought to herself, 
“It’s not my imagination this 
time—there is a man under my 
bed banging his head against 
the springs.”
According to her daughter, 
Mrs. Mensing was troubled 
when the “man,’ stopped 
banging his head and 
rationalized that he must have 
gone to sleep.
The earthquake, which 
lasted between five and fifteen 
seconds in different areas was 
centred 20 miles deep in the 
Strait of Georgia east of North 
Pender Island.
WITH THE WARMER weather 
hopefully at last on its way, these 
water bombers of Pat Bay airport’s 
‘Flying Firemen’ will soon be engaged
in their hazardous task of protecting 
forest from the ravages of summer 
fires. (Reg Davis, photo)
SIDNEY DAYS BUTTONS TO GO ON SALE
The Sidney STAG 
organization will begin selling 
Sidney Days buttons this 
Saturday, May 22, at the
Beacon Plaza Mall.
The buttons will be sold up 
until and during Sidney Days 
on July 1, and will cost 50
cents.
The purpose of the buttons 












Grant, in Sidney B.C. on May 
15th. 1976, Mr. Reginald John 
Grant, aged 17 years. Born in 
Rocky Mountain House, 
Alberta and a resident of 
Sidney for 3 years, late 
residence 10046 Fifth Street. 
Survived by his loving parents, 
Wilfred and Alice Grant and 
relatives in England.
Service for family and close 
friends was held in Sands 
Chapel of Roses, “on Wed­
nesday, May 19th. 1976, the 
Reverend R.H. Pratt of­
ficiating.
HAY
Janet Martha of Sidney, 
B.C., peacefully at Rest Haven 
Hospital, on May 12, 1976. 
Survived by her loving 
husband James, one son James 
Davidson Hay and his wife 
Eveline and 3 grandchildren at 
Port Alberni, also brothers, 
sisters, nieces and nephews in 
Britain.
Private cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Donations 
may be made to the Canadian 
Cancer Society, 857 Caledonia 
Ave., Victoria. Arrangements 
through the Memorial Society
VARIETY PACK
60LB. ^69^^














PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS., FRI. & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 £. SAANICH RD. 652-2411






























































• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING










Ropalri • Any iliv boot nnil IralUr 





RinlilDnllnl ■ Conimnrclal 
S Gnll Courm ConUrucllon 






H.R. I Saonichlan, II.C,
lU.I’AIK'j 10; 
lloovy Duly tr|ulpniiml 
Ploniiiro Cf nil Pownr Unll« 
Ar.iioi’ONwiirri5 
AT HtASONADir. RATES 
Call Aay Howard iili 
Mobil* Radio YR9-4a73 
Raildonc* 453-5743
iBi-wAU pmm
DRIVEWAYS / PARKING AREAS 
For a soli(d blacktop paving job 
at a sensible price, call 













SPECIALIZING IN HOME CLEANING 
WINDOWS FLOORS
GUnERS WALLS














All Repairs Any size Boat and Trailer 
Cushions—Custom made Furniture





















Rotovate level cultivating 








New Hornet & Coblnett Custom build 

















A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For tho PonIntula, Phono
KURTSTRICKER 




Industrial - Residontial 
Commorcial Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 



















lochnlclon with 35 yaari 






25 years oxporionco 
Rosldontlal - Commorcial 
Industrial
Rowiring • Electric Hooting 
Ropalri
Appliance Connection! 



























Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating





Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
2335 AMITY DR.
COR. PAT BAY HWY
10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
Closed Sundays & Mondays
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS
For service and repairs lo all mokes 
of Sewing Mochines. 25 years ex­
perience.
FREE ESTIMATES 




• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING
"No |ob too largo 
or too small"








745 Ardmore Dr., Sidney ' 
656-6170
Gurney instruments
Morino radio, radar, auto pilots. 
Industrial process control; chemical, 
pnoumotic, electronic.
Medical cardiac monitoring equip.
656-5793
R. ftp. JANITOR 
SERVICE













. F L E X 0 L 0 pEf STEPTO 
BETTER HEALTH 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 








2320 Amhorst, Sidney 
Lowls Sovigny, 656-3583
SIDNEY GLASS




















CUSTOM BUILT HOMES 

































3470 Daacon Av*., tidnay 
Chlniito A Ccmadlnn Culiln* 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
PIckUpOrdartOV. oil 
OUR NEW HOURS;
Mnn, loSnl,' 11 p.m.
Sun. A Hoi. 13 nooM'9 p.m
(ClotadTuutdnyi)
656-1812
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Stately Wedding Dress Has Direct Association With Peninsula History
One of the most colorful and 
intriguing events of the year 
relating to peninsula history 
will be held starting Friday in 
the Newcombe auditorium, 
Provincial Museum.
The beautiful wedding gown 
pictured here will be worn 
by a member of the Canadiana 
Costume Society of B.C. and 
Western Canada at 8:30 p.m.
The occasion is being held to 
raise funds for Emily Carr Art 
Centre, 207 Government, and 
will feature special art 
displays, auction of paintings 
donated by local artists and a 
documentary film.
The film depicts the life of 
Emily Carr, who will be 
portrayed by Margaret Martin, 
well-known local actress. Ms. 
Martin will also . appear in 
person in her Emily Carr 
costume.
From Saturday through May 
28 the society will put on an 
exhibition of historic gowns 
and clothing artifacts at the 
Emily Carr Art Centre, daily 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tea will 
be served on May 24 from 1 to 
4 p.m.
Background furniture to be 
used will be Future Canadian 
antiques, created from local 
woods by Paddy Walton.
Each piece of furniture and 
costume has a story to tell and 
long history behind it.
The gown pictured 




Max. Temp. (May 16) 










Meteroiogical for the week eroding May
16.
Meteroiogical for the week ending May 
16.
Max. Temp. (May 16) 20C
Min. Temp. (May 11 & 14) 5C
Min. on grass -2C
Precipitation 11.2MM
Total for the year 450.6MM
Sunshine 36.2hrs
Wright who came to live on the 
peninsula from Cheshire, 
England with her husband 
Arthur.
Seen here is the wedding 
photo taken June 29, 1914.
They were married in St. 
Mark’s Church, Boleskin 
Road, Victoria, but the bride 
and groom set up farming on 
Lamont Road in Central 
Saanich.
Their son, Jady still raises 
enormous Clysdale horses on 
the property. He has often won 
the Saanich Plowing 
Association Competition.
Their daughter, Dorothy 
Atkinson, currently lives on a 
small farm in Central Saanich 
and the other daughter, Sylvia 
Hutt, runs a flourishing 
nursery business, Valleyview 
Gardens, on East Saanich 
Road.
The bride wore this gown, 
modeled by Dawn Scott, of 
fine Alice-blue Cotton-Boucle, 
trimmed with matching satin 
sash and lapels. Her dickey, 
with its high-boned collar, was 
of hand made needle-run lace. 
The three satin covered but­
tons above the hem to one side 
are typical of gowns of the 
Suffragette era.
Cannon Flynton performed 
the marriage ceremony.
People in the photo are 
(back row, right to left) Mrs. 
Joseph Rogers, Matron of 
Honour, Mr. Joseph Rogers, 
the groom and the bride, Mr. 
and Mrs. George Rogers, and 
Mr. Harry Lee, Best Man. 
(front row) George Rogers Jr. 
and Flower Girl, Beatrice 
Rogers.
George Rogers was one of 
the first big dairy farmers in 
Greater Victoria. His property 
spread from Christmas Hill to 
Quadra and Glanford., He 
built a handsome half- 
timbered Tudor house on the 
farm which was torn down 
recently to make way for real 
estate development. His 
brother, Joseph farmed in the 













from the Atlantic, Available every day
MUSIC AND DANCING 











10 LB. BAG ^
CERTIFIED (Potatoes)
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
THE WEDDING DRESS which is 
pictured here and was first worn more 
than 60 years ago for a peninsula 
wedding will be modelled again Friday
during the first event of a week long 
exhibition of historic gowns and 
clothing artifacts.
Lacrosse Box In Review
By Robin Bannister
Fiscal responsibility for 
minor sports is an interesting 
topic for discussion.
Funds required to operat: 
organization! such as thT 
Peninsula Lacrosse Assn, are 
obtained from many sources.
High registration fees can be 
a deterrent to boys wishing to 
participate and can present 
problems to families on fixed 
incomes.
Sponsorships are a great 
asset to minor .sports clubs. 
Beside assi.sting financially, the 
sponsors, usually local 
business firms add that touch 
of community participation.
The purchase of sweaters, 
pads, goal equipment, P.A. 
systems, along with 
operational cost captures a 
sizable piece of the fiscal pic.
SHOCKS SHOT?
SIDNEY





For example, last years 
operating cost for Peninsual 
Lacrosse was approximately 
$5,000.
Registration, sponsorships, 
Sidney Days concession and 
other fund raising ventures 
obtained a total income of 
$6,500.
Of this amount, $900 went 
to the British Columbia 
Lacrosse Assn, and ap­
proximately $4,000 was spent 
to maintain and operate the 
organization throughout the 
season.
We feel this money spent 
each year is a good investment. 
Team spirit, physical 
development, coordination of 
body and mind, the control of 
emotion, development of
WILL YOU BE 
READY?
Will you be ready and able 
lo save a life this summer? Or 
will you be the one who lias to 
say “I didn’t know what to 
do!”?
Why not get together a 
group of friends, neighbours 
or club metnbers and learn the 
ABC’s of First Aid at the St, 
John Ambulance ‘Open 
Mouse’ on Wednesday, May 
19th at 7:45 p.m.
There will be a short 
lecture and demonstration by 
qualified St. John in.structors, 
and then you can practice your 
life-saving skills on one of our 
life-sized mntinequins.
The.se same skills may mean 
the difference between life and 
death this summer for Sue 
when she falls into the pool, 
for Bobbie when he has that 
bicycle accident, for Dad when 
the barbecue flames up, or for 
Mom when the electric fan 
shorts out.
Celebrate “Save-a-Life” 
Day - ,scc you at St, John on 
May 19th.
character and fair competition 
are some benefits achieved by 
those who participate in minor 
sports. A fair returen for the 
investment.
Help..... An urgent need
exists for a Sidney Box Park 
co-ordinator. Please phone 
Dick Gibson at 652-1047.
Soon.......Mt. Seymour
Lacrosse Assn, visits us. May 
29 and 30. Games to be played 
at both Centennial and Sidney 
Bo.xes. Let’s welcome these 150 




Effective 1st June 1976 and until further notice the use of water for lawns 
within Sidney Waterworks District is prohibited; no permits for watering 
new lawns will be issued. Additionally, water may not be used for washing 
cars or boats or for any other non-essential purposes.
However, water may be used with discretion on flower and vegetable 
gardens and on shrubs and trees. It is essential that water so used is not 
wasted as indiscriminate use will lead to further restrictions. It is hoped that 
consumers will co-operate and that it will not be necessary to invoke against 








Pnlli o( Tol.ll Awnronoss
97nn l-nurih St,, SIrInnv 
Q|)on
Tuoi, & Thurs. ndornoon 
lOlZ (Uonch.ircl St., VIctorIn 
Open tinlly • sna-Z-Ija
All the fine Canadian Schenley products 
are back in stores again.
Make your next purchase one of these 
quality &henley products.
• OFC Rye Whisky • Five Thirty Rye Whisky
• Tradition RyeWliisky • Troika Vodka
• Ron Carioca Rums • Schenley London Dry Gin
(Qsl
Canadian Schenley Distilleries Ltd,
Sponsors of the Canadian Schenley Football Awards Since 1953
